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WORKSHOP ON SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS OF SHORT WAVE_AtJ, __
COHERENT LIGHT SOURCES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

by
H. Winick, J. Arthur and W. Spicer

T_s workshop was motivated by two recent developments which have
opened the possibility that the SLAC linac could be used to drive an x-
ray laser at very short wavelengths. The workshop was called to
explore possible scientific applications of the extremely high power,
brightness, and coherence of such a source.

The first development is the success at Los Alamos and elsewhere with
high brightness, rf photocathode electron guns which can now deliver
low emittance (3-4 mm-mrad normalized emittance), high charge (>i nC)
electron beams, meeting the requirements of linac-driven short
wavelength x-ray lasers. The second is the development at SLAC, as
part of the SLC project, of the equipment, tools, and understanding
associated with the transport, acceleration, and compression of such
high brightness electron bunches without dilution of phase space
density.

The design of a short wavelength linac-based x-ray laser, which we call
a Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), has been studied in detail by a
SLAC, UCLA, LBL, LLNL group since it was proposed at the Workshop on
Fourth Generation Light Sources (1) held at SLAC in February 1992.

The Charge to the present workshop is given below. The design and
performance of a 4 nm LCLS were described in opening talks and are
summarized in a paper (included in this report) presented at the 13th
_nternational FEL Conference held in Kobe, Japan in August 19%2. The
characteristics of the light produced by the LCLS at 4 tun are projected

to be: ---_

Peak Coherent Power (GW) ~10
Pulse Repetition Rate (Hz) 120
Pulse Width (1 sigma . fs) <160
Energy/pulse (mJ)

Photons/pulse ~5nl 4
Peak Brightness * -v3_~i0
Average Brightness , ~102_
Bandwidth (I sigma) 0.1-.2%

• ph°t°ns/(s,mm2, mrad2) within 0.1% bandwidth

The average values of brightness and coheren
of magnitude greater than Dro_e_*_ ¢^._ t power.are about 3 orders

-- _ ....... 3rd 9enerat_on synchrotron
light sources such as _he ALS and the pe&k values are about 9 orders of
magnitude higher. Even higher brightness may be expected at shorter

This workshop has built on previous worksh
applications of short wavelength cohere-- ops. (2.7) on the design and
_hese nave emphasized _-_ ........ _ _nt raa_au_on sources. Most of
spectrum. This work _ ___ ...... .UV and VUVpart of the

sh_F _=_ w_un a Droaa spectral range down to 0 1
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nm, with emphasis on the 2-4 nm range. Talks by invited speakers
covered applications of such a source in atomic physics, biological
imaging, time resolved spectroscopy, surface science, materials science
and chemical physics as described in this report. In addition to the
discussions during and after each talk, there was a long open
discussion period in the afternoon at which more than 20 speakers made
comments. A summary of this session is included in this report.

In his remarks at the opening of the workshop, Dr. Marianelli said that

DOE was receiving an increasing number of ideas for producing and using
short wavelength lasers from several DOE laboratories. However,
funding was scarce and there was some danger that funding for such
advanced sources could come at the expense of budgets for existingfacilities.

During and after the workshop, the perspective on this project changed.
Before the workshop, it was thought that the SLAC linac should be used
as the basis of a full User facility. Based on reactions at the
workshop, reinforced by recommendations from a Technical Review

Committee that examined the project in November 1992, it is now thought
that, as a first step, an r&d facility should be built to explore both
the feasibility of such a source and the new and innovative sciencewhich could be done with it.

As has been pointed out by many, using the SLAC linac to construct
relatively inexpensive short wavelength lasers as test beds for the
development and utilization of such a new source is analogous to the
parasitic use of SPEAR by the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Project
(SSRP) in the early 1970's. SSRP was able to explore inexpensively the
potential of multi-GeV storage rings as synchrotron radiation sources,
including the development of new beam line instrumentation and
techniques for beam steering and stability as well as the first use of
wiggler and undulator insertion devices as high brightness and
intensity source s for experiments_ , _ -_--_'_-L__-___ high

The availabiUty of intense x_le over--many hours led to the
development of a whole range of scientific studies in x-ray spectroscopy, angle-
resolved photo_ectron spectr_copy, small angle x-ray diffraction and protein
crystallo_aphy. These demonstrated the power of three new sources.

7 The success oZ SSRP and _SRL to

the construction of much larger synchrotron radiation research
facilities, including the third generation facilities now coming on
line throughout the world. We should not fail to exploit a similar
opportunity for testing short wavelength linac-based lasers.

Many at the workshop felt that the large increase in power, brightness
and coherence (particularly the peak values of these quantitities
during the short pulse) would require new experimental approaches as
well as opening new possibilities. A major concern, especially among
biologists, is the rate at which a sample would be destroyed by such a

beam. Thel_arge number of photons delivered in a single sub-picosecond
pulse (~10 4) opens the possibility of acquiring information on a time
scale short compared to the time for damage to manifest itself. For
example, it is possible that a hologram of a live biological sample

could be acquired in a single shot, _fore the damage to the sample ..
changes the structure. %

Of coupe, before single shot ho|ograms could be realized, it would be nec-
_s_y to develop suitable detectors or recoding media to capture the image
during the b_d pulse and then read it out in a use_l way.

Several speakers pointed out that this source would provide enough ..
coherent photons to permit techniques currently employed in the visible
part of the spectrum, such as non-linear optics, to be extended to the
x-ray region. Also, the extremely short pulse allows time resolved
studies of fast chemical reactions and phase transitions.

2
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WORKSHOP ON SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS OF SHORT WAVELENGTH

COHERENT LIGHT SOURCES

CHARGE TO THE WORKSHOP

w

1. Examine possible applications for an x-ray laser

operating in the 2-4 nm range and also at other

wavelengths down to 0.1 nm.

2. Review unique performance characteristics of the
proposed FEL based on the SLAC linac; suggest new

scientific applications which these open up as well

as possible changes that would add capability.

3. Identify critical issues and possible fundamental

limits on the applications of such a device.

4. Consider the need for a pilot, single user program

to gain experience with operating and using an x-ray
laser as a first step towards a full user facility o
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ABSTRACT

We report the results of preliminary studies of a 2 to 4nra SASE FEL, using a photoinjector to

produce the electron beam, and the SLAC linac to accelerate it to an energy up to 10 GeV.
11

Longitudinal bunch compression is used to increase ten fold the peak current to 2.5 kA, while
t

reducing the bunch length to the subpicosecond range. The saturated output power is in the

multi-gigawatt range, producing about 10'4coherent photons within a bandwidth of about 0.2%

rms, in a pulse of several miilijoules. At 120Hz repetition rate the average power is about I W.

The system is optimized for x-ray microscopy in the waterwindow around 2 to 4nra, and will

permit imaging a biological sample in a single subpicosecond pulse.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Self Amplified Spontaneous Emission mode of an FEL has been proposed [1] and

analyzed [2] as a source of tunable, coherent, high peak power soft X-rays, capable of

-. * Work supported by the US Department of Energy, Offices of Basic Energy Sciences,

and High Energy Physics.lrm

^ Presented at the 13th Intern. FEL Conference, Kobe, Japan, August 1992.



;. producinga radiationbeamwith a brightnesseight ordersof magnitudelargerthan synchrotron
q

light sources, andpulse durationshorterthan one picosecond.Such a large increasein radiation
_s

flux. and the short pulse duration, will open new exciting and uniqueresearch possibilities in

physics, biology andother sciences.

The SASE approachproduceslasing in a single pass of a highpeak currentelectron beam

througha long undulator,eliminatingthe need for opticalcavities, difficult to buildat these

short wavelengths.The requirementson the electronbeam peakcurrent,emittance,and energy

spreadare very stringent[2], anduntil recentlydifficult to satisfy. The recentdevelopmentof

high-brightnessphotocathodeelectronguns [3], and the expectedavailabilityof the SLAC linac,

open the possibility to makethis majorextensionof FEL operation,from the shortest

wavelength yet achieved(240 nra) to 2-4 nra, thewavelengthrange suitablefor biological
!

imaging and otherapplications.

The recognitionof this possibility was one of the mainconclusions of the Workshopon

FourthGenerationLight Sources held at SSRL/SLAC on February24-27, 1992. The workshop

report[4] contains many contributions relevant to linac-drivenshortwavelength FELs. In

particular, the use of the SLAC linac for this purpose is discussed by C. Pellegrini [5], K.-J. Kim

[6], and by W. Barletta, A. Sessler and L. Yu [7]. The advantage of using the SLAC linac is that
I

its propertiesare extensively characterized,because of its use as a linear collider [8-12].

The wavelength range 2 to 4 nm, correspondingto the "waterwindow", is most suitable

for imaging biological materialsandother applicationsin which the shortpulse and high

coherentpower are important.In particularwe considerthe use of this system for x-ray '

microscopy and holographyof biological samples, with images obtained in a single pulse [13].

This requires an energy in a single photon pulse of the orderof 300 mJ/cm2', and a



subpicosecondpulse duration. Under this condition an image is obtained for a sample "in vivo"
t,,

before it has time to change, orbe affectedby the radiation.

The system for the 2-4 nm FEL consists of" a 10 MeV, S-band photoinjector; part of the

SLAC linac to acceleratethe beam up to 10 GeV; two longitudinal bunch compressors, to

increase the peak currentto 2500 A, and reduce the rms bunch length to 0.16 ps; the undulator;

optical beam transportlines and experimentalareas. These components will be discussed in the

next sections.

lt is interesting to notice that, with an improvement of presentphotocathode gun

technology, it appears possible to reduce in the near future the normalizedemittance by a factor

of about 3 below that used for the 4 nm FEL. This would open the possibility to construct a 0.1
q

nm FEL using the entire SLAC linac, permitting acceleration up to 55 GeV.
t

, 2. THE PHOTOINJECTOR

The electron source is a critical component, since it defines the electron beam properties.

The requirements for the 2-4 nm FEL are given in Table 1. A preliminarystudy indicates that

an electron beam of characteristicsapproaching the design goal can be obtained from an RF

photocathode gun. This sourceconsists of a three and a half cell lt=modestanding wave

accelerating structure, excited to 100MV/m peak field on axis, with a metal photocathode

illuminated by a two picosecond laser pulse.

Using a simple analytical model [14], we estimatethat for a bunch with radial size 0,=3
"b

mm, and longitudinal size o,= 0.54 mm, the emittance growth due to the space charge force, is



2.5 mm-mrad. Additional emittance growth due to the time dependent RF field is small, 0.7

mm-mrad, because of the size of the electron beam.

The beam envelope is controlled without additional solenoidal or quadrupole focusing

using alternating gradient (ponderomotive) focusing effects [15] of the high gradient RF field.

The normalized, rms, according to Parmela simulation is 6 mm-rnrad for a bunch charge

of 1 nC. This is larger than the actual emittance obtainable from the source, as numerical noise

in the space charge calculation done by Parmela typically inflates the emittance by a factor of

two when compared to experimental results"and to calculations using particle-in-cell codes. On

this basis we assume that the gun will produce the required design value of 3 mm-mrad.

Calculations using a particle-in-cell model for our gun are in progress.

The longitudinal phase space has an rms pulse length of o_= 0.5 mm, peak current of 250
lt

A, rms momentum spread 1.8x10_. The uncorrelated momentum spread which appears towards

the rear of the bunch is due to the longitudinal space charge field of the bunch and its image near

the cathode.

3. BEAM TRANSPORT, ACCELERATION AND COMPRESSION

We consider the acceleration and compression of the bunch produced by the

photoinjector.We initially consider the case of acceleration to 7 GeV, with a longitudinal
,. (

compression by a factor of 10. At the end of the linac, we require a peak current of 2.SkA and a

peak-to-peak energy spreadAE<0.2%.

In deciding at what energy to compress we need to consider the longitudinal and

transverse wakefields and RF deflections in the linac[8-12]. The first will increase the beam's

8



energy spread and is harder to compensate for short bunc_,:_s;the last will increase the transverse

emittance and are more severe for long bunches. In addition we have tc)consider the
D

characteristics of the bunch compressors, which limit the compression thctor we can expect to

achieve in a single stage of compression.

We compress in two stages, once at 70 MeV to achievethe shortestbunch length, 2001.tta,

consistent _'ith correcting the correlated energy spreadto the level of 0.2%, and again at 7 GeV

to 30 lam, to achieve me dc.siredhigh peak current. To study the development of longitudinal

phase space we use a computer program that considers the effects of both the longitudinal

wakefields and the curvature of the RF wave. After the initial compression the beam shape is

still very similar t_._a gaussian. After the second compression, the beam distribution is more

- sharply spiked and has long tails, as shown in Fig. [. We note that the peak current and the final

, energy spread satisfy our requirements.

. Next, we calculate the transverse emittance dilution due to the transverse wakefields, rf

deflections, and dispersive errors. To model the SLAC linac, we assume 1501.trurms random

misalignments of the quadrupoles and BPMs, 3001.tmrms random misalignments of the

accelerator Str_ctures,and a random transverse-longitudinal coupling g,_=2x 10.4for the RF

deflections. Finally, we assume a transverse beamjitter equal to the rms beam size. The results,

averaged from ten sets of random errors, are plotted in Fig. 2, along with the final peak-to-peak

energy spread, as a function of the bunch length in the linac.

"fineapparent knee in the energy spread occurs because one cannot use the curvature of the

RF to fully cancel the longitudinalwakefield for bunches shorter than roughly 2001am. At a

bunch length of 200Bm, we find 25% emittance growth along the linac.

i
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4. FEL PERFOP_tANCE

o

TheFEL designgoal is to produce10_4photonsin a subpicosecondpulsefor biological
J

imaging.To reachthisgoalweoptimizetheFEL formaximumlaserpower,Therearetwo

possible design strategies:a.) largeelectronenergy, in therangeof 5 to lOGeV, and a long

undulator to obtainthe requiredFEL power directly at saturation; b.) a lower electron energy, 2

to 3 GeV, with the optionof using a tapered wiggler after the SASE saturation,to increasethe

FEL power furtherwhen necessary.

We will investigateboth options to optimize the system design. To obtain an initial

estimateof the FEL performanceand explore theparameterspace we have been using the

analytical form of theFEL gain obtainedby Chin, Kim, and Xie [16]. We have also used a

programdeveloped by I. Ben-Zvi and L.-H. Yu [17], and the simulationcode TDA [18]. These

theories and codes include energy spread, three dimensionaleffects, and a general betatron r

focusing. The results are shown in Table 1.

We have consideredone case with a high energybeam, option a. This is optimized using

the largest undulatorparameter,K=6, and minimum beam energy, 7 GeV, compatible with a

simple undulator design, and an output power largerthan 10GW. The FEL characteristicsfor

this care are given in Table 1, column 2. In the sameTable, in column 3, we show the case for a

reducedbeamenergy, and a smallerundulatorparameterK=3.7. Whencomparingto the 7 GeV

case one shouldalso notice that the betatronwavelength hasbeen reducedas the energy ratio, so

that the beam transverseradiusis the same in the two cases. Note that at smaller energy the

uncorrelatedenergy spreadis larger, affecting the FEL gain, while the correlatedcomponent

i0

_aa



• remainsthe same. The gain lengthis shorterat 3.5 GeV thanat 7 GeV. The saturatedpower is

low_ than in option a, butis still acceptable.

Anotherpossibility is the use of low field, long periodundulator,to obtain a large value of

the undulatorperiodin a simple electromagneticstructure[19,20,21].

5. UNDULATOR

Our initialdiscussion of the undulatoris done for the parametersgiven in Table I,

column 2. A simple undulatordesigncan be based on an iron freepermanentmagnetundulator.

For a periodof 8.3 cm and a peakmagnetic field of 0.78 Tesla, we can select a gap of 1.5 cm.

. This is a conveniently large gap, thatwould allow us to install instrumentationfor beam

, diagnostic ali along the undulator.

The naturalbetatronwavelength for a planarundulatorwith these characteristicsis

_.B=21'2_,_7/K= 273 m. We addadditionalfocusing, to obtain the requiredbetatronwavelength of

62 m, using a FODOtype quadrupolesystem.To obtainthe 62m betatronwavelength at 7 GeV

we can use40 cm long quadrupolesseparatedby 40 cm of drift,with a gradientof 14T/ro. The

phase shiftper cell is 9°, and the modulationof the betatronwavelength is quite small, with a

ratioof maximum to minimum values of only 1.1.

Because of the choice of an iron free undulatorthe quadrupolescan be placed aroundthe

undulator.Their radius is 12 cre, correspondingto a pole tip field of 0.84 Tesla. Having the

quadrupolesaround the undulatorhas the advantagethatno interruptionis requiredin the

undulatoritself, avoidingphase matchingproblems.Forthe samereason it is possible to position

beam steering magnets andother correctorsaround the undulatorin between quadrupoles.

11



If the selected site;at SLAC could contain a 220 m insertion device, one could consider

using the weak-field structure discussed in [19-21],
Q)

,)

6. X-RAY BEAM LINES AND OPTICS

Extracting and processing the FEL output radiationpresents challenging optical

engineering problems, because of the unprecedentedpeak power and brevityof the anticipated

radiation pulses. The main tasks will be to:" 1) deflect the output radiation out of the

bremsstrahlung cone produced by the electrons on the residual gas in the FEL and the upstream

collimators; 2) to further monochromatize the radiation, if needed. At the power densities

expected at normal incidence, of the order of 10_6W/cm2, it is easy to assess that energy in

excess of 1 eV/atom will be deposited in the irradiatedvolume and that ablation of the j,

irradiated surfacewill become probabledue to the comparatively long time constants of

alternative energy-removal channels. This precludes the use of solid state optics, such as

multilayers, that work at large angles of incidence, leaving multi-faceted optics operating at

extreme grazing incidence as perhaps the only viable choice.

An alternative approach that could mitigate the damage problem would be to configure a

series of gas jets with density gradients.
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FIGURE CAPTION

1. Current distribution after the final compression (solid line) and a gaussian fit to the core
(dots); the head of the bunch is to the left. The energy variation correlated with longitudinal
position is shown on the fight axis; the uncorrelated energy spread is 0.04%.
2. Transverse emittance dilution (solid line) and peak-to-peak energy spread (dashe.,d line) as a

" function of the bunch length. The points are the values calculated and the lines are for guidance.
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TABLE I

FEL CHARACTERISTICS
Q

ELECTRON BEAM PROPERTIES: GUN EXIT Option A Option B

Energy, MeV 10 10.

Emittance, normalized, rms, mm-mrad 3 3

Pulse duration, rms, ps 1.6 1.6

Relative energy spread, rms, % 0.15 0.15

PeakCmTCnt,A 250 250

ELECTRON BEAM PROPERTIES: HIGH ENERGY

Energy, GeV 7 3.5

Emittance, normalized, rms, mm-mrad 3 3

Peak current, A 2,500 2,500

Uncorrelated energy spread, rms, % 0.04 0.07

Correlated energy spread, rrns, % 0.1 0.1
__ , . ,..

UNDULATOR PROPERTIES

Period, cm 8.3 5 Z

Magnetic field, T 0.78 0.8

Undulator parameter 6 3.7 .

Betatron wavelength, rn 62.8 31.4

FEL PROPERTIES

Wavelength, nm 4 4

Field gain length, m 6.91 5.3

Undulator saturation Length, m 60 48

Peak power at saturation, GW 28 ...... 10

Pulse duration, rms, ps 0.16 0.16

Line width, rms, including chirping, % 0.2 0.2

Photons pcr pulse 2.7x 10i4 Ix 10_4

Energy per pulse, mJ 11

Peak brightness, Ph/mm2/mrad 2/s/0.1% (Am/o)) 5.3x103_ 2.0x 103

Repetition rate, Hz 120 12C

Average power, W 1.2 0.-_ "

Average brightness, Ph/mm2/mrad z/s/0.1% (Am/m) 1.0xl02_ 3.7x10 _'
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Emittancedilution (%)

o p .o o ......oQ 41,

Totolenergyspread(%)
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The monochromaticity, brightness, coherence and time structure of x-ray lasers
will provide striking new opportunities for the study of inner-shell atomic structures and
processes, including relativistic and quantum electrodynamical features. Here we describe
some of the anticipated applications to the investigation of structure and dynamics, utilizing
the monochromaticity and brightness of the sources. We focus on non-dipolar effects in x-
ray photoionization and on scattering of x-rays from atoms and ions.
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I.INTRODUCTION

X-ray lasers will provide a source of energetic photons with the
monochromaticity, brightness, coherence and time structurenow familiar to us from optical
sources [1]. With such photons we can probe inner-shell atomic structures and processes,
including threshold and resonance phenomena. We can begin to examine the relativistic,
retardation, and higher multipole features of interactions thatare difficult to access at lower
energies, and we can begin to trace out more of the consequences of the fundamental
quantum-electrodynamic interaction. In these respects, x-ray laser sources are likely to
complement synchrotron radiation sources and extend their potential in some important
investigations.

In the following sections we discuss two promising subjects of investigation,
inner-shell photoionization and photon-atom scattering (both elastic and inelastic). We
outline what is thusfar known about the use of more energetic photons, both from
experiment and from existing theory, and what one may hope to learn. Our discussion
focuses on the relativistic, retardation and higher multipole features which begin to come
into play at x-ray energies, already by 100/_. Research on thissubject will benefit further
from lasers producing radiation with wave lengths closer to 1 A; clearly the attainment of
such sources would require some drastic improvement over the present state of the art, yet
may not be out of the question. With presently envisioned devices producing light of
wavelengths below 100 A, perhaps down to the "water window" in the 30-40 A regime,
there should also be very interesting many-electron and many-photon features to be seen
near inner shell thresholds. These include direct and indirect ejection of more than one
electron in photoionization, direct photon scattering, and resonance phenomena associated
with the transition from one-step to two-step processes and with the structure of the target.
Some of the possible uses of x-ray lasers in such investigations have been discussed
previously [2].

II. NONDIPOLAR EFFECTS IN X-RAY PHOTOIONIZATION

With increasing energy it is no longer appropriate in the description of
photoionization to approximate the electromagnetic field z exp(ik.r) of the photon, where
z is the polarization vector and k the momentum, by z, as in the usual nonretarded dipole
approximation. Instead, one should consider the full retarded multipole expansion of the
field. (By neglecting retardation we understand taking the long-wave-length small-k limit
for the magnitude of k, while by dipole approximation we understand neglecting higher
multipoles in dependence on the direction of k.) Higher multipole transitions contribute
significantly to the photoionization cross section and can be measured, providing further
information about the process. In addition to the five parameters of the dipole "complete"
experiment, there is now a set of quadrupole parameters. Below and into the soft x-ray
regime, dipole and quadrupole terms generally suffice for an adequate description. At the
same time, smaller distances Irl play an increasingly important role. While it is no longer
correct to assume that k.r is small within the atom, it is also true that regions for which
A.r>>l will not contribute to the transition matrix elements, where A = k - p is the
momentum transfer to the atom, with p the ejected electron momentum. With increasing ..
photon energy, regions increasingly closer to the nucleus are probed, saturating eventually
at electron Compton wave length distances in the determination of the total photoionization
cross section. One may picture a transition from a low-energy region, characterized by a .-
residual ionic 1/r potential at larger distances and wave functions reflecting more interior
behavior through quantum defects, strongly affected by electron-electron correlations in the
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outer part of the atom, to a high-energy region, characterized by a (point-) nuclear Coulomb
potential at smaller distances and wave functions reflecting more exterior behavior through
their normalization (and phases), relativistic and including higher angular momentum.

" When we consider higher multipole matrix elements we must generally, at the
same time, consider retardation corrections to the dominant dipole matrix elements, which
will affect cross sections in the same order. In total cross sections relativistic effects will

" also enter in the same order, while in angular distributions retardation and higher multipoles
enter in a lower order (integrating to zero in total cross sections). Contrary to the usual
expectations, higher multipole effects can be big at low energy, even at threshold - in
angular distributions. Contrary to the usual expectations, higher multipole, retardation and
relativistic effects can be sma/l at quite high energy - in total cross sections.

Under the assumption that (at most) initial photon momentum k and polarization
z, ejected electron momentum p and spin s, are determined in an observation of
photoionization, the most general form for the differential cross section is

do do I 1 IJ_- d-_unpol _- [1 + _i_jCij(pA'l_)],

where the cross section from unpolarized photons, not observing final electron spin, is

' unpol = _ BnPn(cos _ "!_),

with the polarization correlations Cii functions of incident photon energy and emitted
electron angle 0 with respect to the photon, the Bn functions of energy, with 130- l, o the
total cross section. Here the l_iare the Stokes parameters which specify the polarization of
the incident photon (or the average polarization of the incident beam) and the _i specify the
spin direction of the observed ejected electron in its rest system. Systematic stuaies of cross
sections, angular distributions and polarizational correlations for x-ray energies have been
reported [2].

Considering the unpolarized differential cross section for photoionization, in
dipole approximation the only other non-zero Bn is B2, related to the angular asymmetry
factor I_= -2B2, and the angular distribution is symmetric about 90°.When quadrupole
transitions are included, B 1 and B3 are non-zero, breaking the symmetry. Early studies of
these effects in the x-ray regime were reported by Krause [4] and by Wuilleumier and
Krause [5]. Typically, higher B's become large above 10 keV, as increasing numbers of
multipoles contribute. For high energies angular distributions become increasingly forward
peaked, roughly as (1 - ¢ cos 0)-4as in Coulomb Born approximation, with 1_= v/c, as is
seen in y-ray experiments. At 6756 keV, the highest energy for which atomic photoeffect
has been measured, Blakeway et al. [6] found that the cross section dropped a factor of 400
from 5* to 40*. With decreasing energy the peak diminishes and moves out to larger angles,

. in some cases beyond 90*, in some cases with repeated oscillations between more forward
and more backward angles. For example, in the 5s subshell of tin, these oscillations result
from five sign changes in BI and B3 between 1 eV and 10 keV, caused by sign changes

-. with energy in the dipole and quadrupole matrix elements and in the cosine of the phase
shift difference Aof continuum p and d waves [7]. B 1 and B3 may be enhanced near
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zeroes of the dominant matrix element, but also in other circumstances. The effects are
greater than 5% in several x-ray regimes, but also at lower energies.

It is often supposed that quadrupole contributions will vanish at threshold, as
seen in the nonrelativistic analytic point Coulomb cross section for the K shell, where
higher multipole contributions vanish at threshold as v/c. This is contrary to the estimate of
the magnitude of the retardation correction, and indeed one finds [8] that one obtains vie
only when cos A vanishes near threshold as v/c, as in the point Coulomb potential. In a
screened potential A is finite at threshold and the correction is of order Za, oscillating in
sign with Z. In this simple model one sees a 5% effect at threshold for Z=18, a 20% effect
for Z=36. In light elements at higher energies, where cross sections become more
Coulombic, 13can provide an estimate of the magnitude of multipole effects. Similar results
[9] have been obtained for the L shell, including a discussion of the consequences of using
polarized photons. An alternative formalism has been given by Cooper [10].

W!th increasing energy more multipole matrix elements will contribute. However
this does not mean that the independent non-Coulombic information obtainable from these
matrix elements will similarly continue to grow. At high energies it is a good approximation
to describe the cross section as the point Coulomb potential cross section multiplied by the
square of the ratio of the small-distance normalization of the bound state wave function to
its point Coulomb value [11]. If the ratio of the screened cross section to the normalization
screened Coulomb cross section is expanded in Pa(cos 0),

dr2 screened d_ Coulomb n
f

ali the coefficients become small at high energy and only the first few coefficients are
important at lower energies; it is these few coefficients which characterize the
nonCoulombic information in the cross section. One may anticipate that energies through
the x-ray range will suffice for this purpose.

At the same time that we see multipole matrix element contributions persisting to
low energies in photoelectron angular distributions, there is a tendency for nonrelativistic
dipole total cross sections to remain valid throughout the x-ray regime, particularly for
.photoionization of s subshells [12]. A Coulombic estimate would suggest multipole effects
m total cross sections of magnitud_ 1_2,smaller than in angular distributions, similar in
magnitude to relativistic effects, and this is generally observed. But for s states the
cancellation among relativistic, retardation, and higher multipole effects persists above 100

_eV; a nonrelativistic retarded full multipole calculation does far worse than nonrelativistic
nonretarded dipole approximation. In partial explanation of this behavior, it has recently
been noticed [13] that the singularity structure in complex energy for nonrelativistic dipole
approximation (non-relativistic kinematics, no retarded multipole structure) and the full
calculation (relativistic kinematics, retarded multipole structure) are the same, while
nonrelativistic kinematics with a retarded multipole structure introduces additional
singularities near mc a. Studies in the x-ray regime should be able to probe these features
and address the angular momentum dependence of the phenomena.
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III. NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN X-RAY SCATI'ERING

" In recent years it has become possible to perform systematic calculations of elastic
[14] and inelastic [15] scattering of x-rays from atoms at the same (relativistic independent

. panicle) level of approximation which has been available for some time in x-ray
photoionization. Elastic x-ray scattering has long been a tool in crystallography. Now,
with the advent of more intense sources and a better understanding of the anomalous
scattering region, it is being exploited in the determination of the structure of complex
biological macromolecules. Similarly inelastic (Compton) scattering is used to study
electro, momentum density in materials and now, exploiting magnetic scattering, to study
magneuc properties at surfaces.

An early consequence of the elastic (Rayleigh) scattering calculation was to permit
an experimental identification of the 1.33 MeV elastic Delbruck scattering component
coherent with it [16]; a calculation of Delbruck scattering beyond Born approximation is
still needed. More recent work has focussed on x-ray scattering in the anomalous
scattering regimes near photoionization thresholds. The real and imaginary anomalous
scattering factors are related through a dispersion relation. Using this relation requires
knowledge of photoeffect at ali energies; relativistic consequences are seen in experimental
measurements of anomalous factors near threshold [17]. The best simple description of
Rayleigh scattering is in terms of a modified form factor (which recognizes relativistic
effects at high energy) and angle -independent anomalous scattering factors obtained via

" dispersion relations from photoeffect. Numerical calculations suggest that as one leaves the
x-ray regime anomalous scattering factors do have some angular dependence.

'1

The new calculations of Compton scattering from bound electrons exhibit three
distinct structural features in the spectrum of scattered electrons. At high energies is the
Compton peak, related to the scattering from free electrons and used to determine the
momentum distribution of electrons in the atom. (The wings of the peak are related to
scattering from inner shell electrons, the main peak to scattering from outer shells.) At low
final photon energies there is an infrared rise and (exploiting the low energy theorem) the
cross section is proportional to the photoeffect cross section. Inbetween (except for
scattering from the K shell) there are resonance features (the so-called resonant-Raman-

, Compton cross section) associated with downward transition energies. Inner shells
dominate the latter two structures, outer shells dominate the peak. The infrared rise region
has not yet been successfully observed. When Compton scattering dominates absorption
cross sections the Compton peak region dominates and is well described by impulse
approximation and the incoherent scattering factor. Further information can be available
observing final electron and photon in coincidence, or the angular correlations of transition
radiation filling the vacancies produced in the scattering. The transition from two step
processes (photoeffect followed by transition radiation) to one step processes (Compton)
merits further attention.
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* Lecture given at the Workshop on Scientific Applicatio_ of Short Wavelength
Coherent Light Sources, SSRL/SLAC, October 21, 1992.
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High Resolution, Three Dimensional Soft X-ray Iraaging
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A long term goal of soft x-ray imaging has been to make ultrahigh
resolution images of unstained, unprepared, wet, live biological microstructures

" in physiological normal environments. This is now being accomplished with
features as small as 300_ being observed in two dimensional x-ray images. While

, this achievement is remarkable, most complex biological structures are three
dimensional i,Lnature and will require three dimensional images on the few
hundred Angstrom scale for the structure-function studies required by modern
biology. We have been endeavoring to achieve tb.is three dimensionalcapability
with soft x-ray techniques.

The conventional, and very successful, method of producing three
dimensional images of the interiors of complex objects is x-ray tomography. This
technique utilizes numerous x-ray projections of the object to produce a
c_mposite image which is truly three dimensional. Each projection is produced
by illuminating the object with a parallel beam of x-rays and l:heresulting x-ray
transmission map is recc,_ded on a detector. The three dimen,_ional characteristics
of the image are achie'_tedby illuminating the object from a wide range of angles
to fully sample the three dimensional Fourier space of the object. These images
are then combined numerically to produce the final three dimensional image.

X-ray tomography may not be appropriate for microstructures in
biological objects for several reasons. First the x-ray energies 'used are chosen for
contrast, penetrability, anti to minimize diffraction. This resu'lts in x-rays whose
energy is too high to utilize the "water window" x-ray contrast that exists in the
44-23A range. Secondly a large number of views (~ 100 ) is required to achieve

" three dimensional images. This will result in a large x-ray dose which will
destroy the biological object before the image can be obtained. Finally

•_ conventional tomography is limited in its ability to achieve hiighresolution by the
detector pixel size although crystals can be used to magnify t]hex-ray beam. A
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possible method of overcoming these obstacles to high resolution is to use
multiview imaging techniques based on diffraction tomography. In this
technique, two dimensional images are produced along different lines of sight
through the object using existing high resolution soft x-ray imaging methods. For
example, multiple high resolution, two dimensional images can be produced
using an x-ray zone plate lens based microscope. These images can be added
numerically to produce a three dimensional x-ray image with the three
dimensional resolution approaching that obtained in the two dimensional
images. This allows sub-1000./_ resolution to be. achieved. The major drawback is
the process of combining images is computational intensive since diffraction
must now be included explicitly. This approach is similar to that being
successfully used in electron tomography. Here electron optics are used to
produce high resolution electron microscope images which are then combined to
give three dimensional images.

We have recently begun experiments to demonstrate these ideas using
both a soft x-ray zone plate microscope and a soft x-ray Fourier transform
holography system. These experiments are being conducted at the National
Synchrotron Light Source. In the initial holography experiments, multiple x-ray
holograms were produced along different lines of sight through a simple
microfabricated object consisting of a gold wire 900._ thick, 1300_ wide and 250
microns long. A Fourier transform geometry was used with an effective
numerical aperture of 0.025. With the wavelength used (32_), this should result
in a depth resolution of 5 microns for individual holographic images. An x-ray
image of a 1 micron long portion of the wire obtained by numerically combining
holograms obtained along three different lines of sight is shown in Figure 1. Six
different rotational views are shown indicating the good three dimensional
localization of the image and that the depth resolution is comparable to the
transverse resolution of -1000_. Experiments using more complicated objects
and with alternative imaging modalities are underway.

These preliminary results indicate that by exploiting existing high
• resolution soft x-ray optics and by including diffraction in the image

reconstruction process we can obtain high resolution three dimensional x-ray
images of biological microstructures. This will be accomplished by producing
several two dimensional x-ray images along different lines of sight through the
object. If these are produced simultaneously and on sub-nanosecond timescales,
the image blurring effects of the natural biological motion and x-ray driven
hydrodynamical motion will not have time to manifest itself and high resolution,
three dimensional, x-ray images of biological objects can be produced. This will
require a ultra high brightness x-ray source such as a conventional x-ray laser or
an x-ray free electron laser. Once demonstrated, the short duration output pulses
(< psec), the high output (~ mJ), and the tunability of the x-ray FELmake it an
extremely attractive source for high resolution, three dimensional imaging of
biological microstructures.

'This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by "
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.
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The role of x-ray induced damage in biological micro-imaging*
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Interactions of x rays with a sample are studied to determine the optimal wavelength, source energy
and exposure time for microscopy and holography. 'rbe optimal wavelength is influenced by two criteria:
minimizing the required source energy and minimizing the absort_ dose and subsequent damage to the
sample. The use of heavy element labels, such as colloidal gold can significantly reduce the energy and
dose. Limits to the exposure t._ne due to naturalmotions, x-ray induced chemical damage, heat build-up,
andhydrodynamicexpansionarediscussed.

I.X-RAY INTERACHONS

We considertwotypesofx-rayinteractions,scatteringandabsorption.Scatteringisessentialfor
holographyanddarkfieldmicroscopy,'whileabsorptionprovidesthecontrastmechanismforthestandard

brightfieldmicroscopy.Absorptionalsohastheadverseeffectsofcausingsampledamageandlimitingthe
thickness of the sample which can be imaged. In addition to these interactions phase shifts are important
for phase-contrast microscopy, but are not covered in this paper

The source energy and absorbed dose are determined for three imaging modes: scanning brightfield
microscopy, imaging brightfield microscopy, and holography. Figure 1 shows a schematic imaging set-up
in which the basic components and system efficiencies are indicated. The energy and dose depend on the
nature of the condenser optic, the windows of the sample holder, the nature and thickness of the

background material, the imaging optic, and the detector. We define two efficiencies, a total efficiency _t
which includes all of the elements of the system, and an imaging efficiency, vi , including only the elements
after the sample. The !maging efficiency is important in setting the dose. The noise in the image is
assumed to be solely due to photon counting statistics (i.e. shot noise). In Table I we give formulae for
the required number of detected photons perresolution element to achieve a given signal-to-noise ratio in
the image, the fluence illuminating the sample, the energy required from the source, and the dose absorbed
by the sample.

To c&_culatethe areaand depth of the resolution element and the scattering cross-section, we assume
that the smallest resolvable features of a sample can be approximated as spheres in a background materiall.
The interactionpropertiesarefunctionsofthecomplexindicesofrefractionofthesampleandbackground
materials,whichhavebeencalculatedfromcomplexatomicscatteringfactors2.Forholography,we use
the Rayleigh-Gans scattering cross section 3. The cross-section is proportional to the square absolute value .
of the difference in index between the two materials, and to the fourth power of the diameter of the
spherical resolution element.

.zt

* This manuscriptwas prepared for the proceedings of the SPIE conference on Soft X-Ray Microscopy, held
July 1992, San Diego, eds. J. E. Trebes and C. J. Jacobsen.
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Figure 1. Schematic of systems for imaging and scanning microscopy and for holography.

Table 1 Formulae for x-ray imaong source ener_ and samv!e dose

quantity microscopy holography

number of detected N = R2 Tobj + Tback N = R2
o photons per res. elem. (Tobj- Tback)2

fluence F = Nhv / (et Are) F = Nhv / (et tjs)
m

required energy E = F A

absorbed dose D = F_ a et/ei

R signal-to-noise in the image

Tobj and Tback transmission of object and background
et and ei total and imaging efficiencies
Are resolution element area
a s scattering cross section of the res. elem.
A areaofsample

_:a absorptionopacityperunitmass

2. SOURCE ENERGY AND SAMPLE DOSE FOR THREE EXAMPLES

. We illuswate the parameters for imaging using three examples, one for each mode. The efficiencies are
listed in Table 2. These numbers are meant only to be illustrative, and not specific to any present operating
imaging system. In some cases they represent higher efficiencies than currently available; values which
may be strived for in the near future, while in other cases further improvement may be expected.
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Tpbl_ 2. Assumed efficiencies for three ima_ng modes

mode pre-sample post-sample detector
optic optic

holography .05 (1) .2

scanning .1 (1) .5

imaging .1 .1 .2

For each case we assume that the sample holder windows are 60% transmissive and that the
background is 2 pm thick. The loss in the background which is wavelength and material dependent is
included in the calculation. The resolution element is taken to be a 300,/[ diameter sphere and a signal-
noise ratio of 5 per resolution element is impose4:l..Two sample/background materials are considered:
protein in water and gold in a 50-50 water-protein mixture.

In Figure 2a we show the required source energy plotted versus wavelength in the soft x-ray region
near the water window (23.2 ,_,- 43.6A) for the three imaging modes. The x rays must be spatially
coherent for holography and scanning microscopy, but not for imaging microscopy. For ali three modes
the energy is minimized within the water window. With holography, the optimal region also extends just
outside the long wavelength limit of the water window, due to the scattering by carbon near its K-edge (see
ref. 1). For the assumed efficiencies, scanning microscopy requires a lower source energy (-10 la.l)than
the other imaging modes. This is because an imaging optic is not needed and because a low space
resolution and thus high efficiency detector, such as a proportional counter, can be used (see Table 2).

------ water window -'---"1 0 n water window -'--I104 101 '

[| | | li LIlt[ II
i l

• . q !t103 _ . imaging li / "
-..-,, -._. , _ 109 !

102 _ ¢-'-_holo t,..-...,°, .... "-. :
I holography -"l / I

L... ! 108 I

scannmg

] n n I I I 107 ,"" r---,IV, I
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

wavelength (A) wavelength (A)

Figures 2a and 2b. The source energy and sample dose are shown for imaging microscopy, scanning
microscopy and holography for wavelengths near the water window. Coherent radiation is required
for holography and scanning microscopy but not for imaging. The dose is measured in Grays (Gy),
where 1 Gy-= 1J/kg = 104 erg/g = 102 rad.
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In Figure 2b we show the dose absorbed by the protein in making the image. The two microscopy
methods have a relatively flat minimum throughout the water window, while holography has a sharp
minimum just outside the water window at about 44 A. This minimum for holography is due to the

- scattering by the real part of the refractive index (the "anomalous dispersion") due to carbon while
absorption is low. Imaging microscopy has a high dose because the inefficiencies of the imaging optic and

• space resolving detector occur after the sample, thus requiring a higher fluence to irradiate the sample.

In order to reduce the source energy requirements and more importantly to reduce the sample dose, we
consider the use of colloidal gold labeling. Such labeling has been developed for electron microscopy
during the last 15 years 4. In this method, spherical aggregates of gold atoms (called "particles") are
formed in a coLoidal suspension. The particles are then attached to antibodies, which are specific to
various sites within a sample. The labeled antibodies are then introduced to the sample where they attach,
marking specific sites. Colloidal gold particles between 10/I, and 400/_ in diameter have been used,
although it is somewhat difficult to piace the larger particles into wet samples. Gold is a very efficient
scatterer and a good absorber, lt can therefore be viewed at high contrast relative to moderate thicknesses
of naturally occurring materials. In Figures 3a and 3b, we illustrate the source energy and dose for
imaging such gold particles which are 300/_ in diameter. The energy and dose are reduce by at least a
factor of 50 compared to optimal imaging of protein in water. For ali cases, the optimal wavelength is
outside the water window at wavelengths of 44,/_ - ~ 50,/_. The results from the relative flamess of the
gold absorption and scattering in this wavelength region combined with the large reduction in the protein

. absorption to the long wavelength side of the carbon K-edge. Such a technique would deliver a high
resolution image of the positions of the gold particles superimposed upon a more modest resolution (as
determined by shot noise due to the lower contrast) image of the natural structure, a combination that may

" prove useful in answering certain well-posed structural questions. The relative locations of various labeled
sites could also be determined with high resolution. The lower dose accompanying such imaging is

" particularly attractive.

, ,0 t 1102 imaging .,,oO
--_ ] _ imaging ...-" _ | 107 " --'" "" ,

..,.....t .-"......._
1 I.._ -_- "_ 105 _'_" "_ _ _

- scanning I .._

10"_1 i I I I 104 I I I I I
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

wavelength (A) wavelength (A)

Figure 3a and 3b. The energy and dose are shown for imaging 300/_ gold spheres in a 50-50 protein-
water background. The dose is to the protein in the background matter.
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From the results shown in Figures 2 and 3, we suggest the following optimal wavelengths for
imaging: For microscopy of natural, unlabeled samples (either imaging or scanning) waveleng_thswithin
the water window (23.2--43.6A) are optimal as was realized long ago by Sayre and colleagues 3 For
holography we suggest a wavelength just outside the water window at about 44A, or near the short
wavelength edge (24 ,I0 ff thicker water layers or supportfoils are present. For imaging with gold labeled
samples, wavelengths outside the water window in the range 44A to about 50A, appear to be optimal in
that they minimize the dose to carbon containing biological materials, while maintaining large interaction
cross sections and therefore low incident source energy.

3. DOSE AND TIMESCALE CONSIDERATIONS

In Tables 3a and 3b we compare several characteristic doses for biological sample damage of various
sorts to the minimal (as function of wavelength) doses for imaging. Clearly the doses involved in high
resolution x-ray imaging are very damaging to the sample. They will kill any live cell, cause chemical
damage by ionization and subsequent bond breaking, possibly heat the sample and possibly vaporize the
sample. If vaporization occurs, hydrodynamic motions will destroy the sample. In order to consider the
effects of such doses on the quality of an image, we must compare timescales for damage to those need to
make an image. The goal is then to capture an image before features of the sample of the desired
resolution scale are destroyed.

Table 3a Characteristicdama_ng doses Table 3b Ch_x'd_cristic ima_ng doses

mode dose (Gy)
process dose (Gy) protein gold-label -

kill a hardy bacterium 104 holography 107 105

chemical damage 105 - 107 (??) imaging 3x108 106

AT = 100K 4x105 scanning 107 4x104

vaporize water 2x106 *Dose - (res.) 4

1 eV/atom 107

vaporize everything 107

Several timescales associated both with natural motions of the sample and with the exposure to the x
rays are listed in Table 4. One concern is movement of sample features by a distance comparable to the
resolution element size. Such motion, if it occurs during the process of making the image, will blur the
image, thus compromising the resolution. Several natural processes can cause motions. Normal
dynamics of a living cell involves may well involve motions of 300A in milliseconds. Brownian motion is
a well know phenomenon in live cells, certainly at larger (visible light) scales. Certainly such motion may "
be inhibited by the structural components within the cell. However, it is reasonable to assume that objects
of some size scale above the resolution scale will have freedom to move around in a Brownian manner.

Using the classical formula for Brownian motion in water we estimate that objects of 1 Stmin size will
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move 300 A in about 2 ms (see Table 4). If smaller structures (than I _m) are free to move, the timescale
will be even shorter. The natural timescales set a minimum exposure time for an image to achieve a given
resolution. If the exposure is made over a longer time, the motions will degrade resolution. Fixing and/or

. drying the sample can slow down, or even stop such motions. However, such s_mple preparation may
alter the structure, thus defeating one of the main promises of x-ray micro-imaging- that of getting of
structures in their live configuration.I

Table 4. Timescales for naturalmotion and x-ray exposure related processes

process timescale (s)

biological dynamics (10"3s ?)
Rbrowo,ooioo

Exposure.

conductive cooling 6x10-2 s( 1 D AT )07Gy) {10R_Cm_(10 OK

x-ray-chem diffusion 10-5 s (3_-__ (_)

" D 1-1/2
hydro expansion 3x10"ll s(107Gy ! {3_---_)

t

d resolution

. Rb size of Brownian mover
Rf size of x-ray-chem fragment
D dose

Rc size of cooled sample holder

In addition to the natural processes, several time-dependent processes are associated with the x-ray
dose to the sample. These processes include thermal expansion (both in the limit of heating and in the lix_t
of vaporization) and radiochemical processes. Soft x-ray irradiation usually involves the creation of
energetic photo-ejected and Auger electrons which then transfer energy to a number of secondary
electrons; these secondary electrons deposit there energy within a limited range of order 200A in organic
materials. The radiochemical reactions which follow disrupt the functioning of the cell, causing
reproductive death at doses of order 10 Gy, or physiological death at higher dosses. However, the
important question for x-ray (and also electron) microscopy is not whether the cell is killed in the imaging
process, but whether the image is a faithful representation of the structure of the cell. Therefore,
secondary consequences such as mass loss and possible morphological changes are of primary concern.
Soft x-ray microscopy studies of v. faba chromosomes 6 suggest that for doses of order 106 Gy, mass loss

" and morphological changes occur over a timescale longer than 1 msec, so that structurally faithful images
of radiation sensitive specimens can be obtained on msec or shorter timescales. Cryoprotection and the.,

- use of sulfhydryl reagents offer further strategies for reducing the consequences of radiation damage in
non-flash imaging.
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If the dose is high enough so that the retained energy would result in an unacceptable temperature rise
(say to the boiling point of water) it may be possible to keep the sample cool by using a long exposure time
(i.e. decreasing the flux onto the sample keeping the fluence constant ). The minimum such exposure time
is called the conductive cooling time, estimated to be of order 60 ms for typical parameters in Table 4.
This estimate is ideal in that it assumes that once the heat is conducted out of the water in the sample
holder, it can be easily removed. Two other timescales set maximum exposure durations. We define an x- ,
ray induced chemical diffusion timescale as the time for molecular fragments, resulting from x-ray
ionization and subsequent chemical bond breaking, to diffuse away from their origin by a distance equal to
the resolution element size. If the dose is high enough so that a significant number of such fragments are
created, then it is important to keep the exposure shorter than the x-ray chemical diffusion timescale in
order to get a clear image. The other timescale is the hydrodynamic timescale. This is important when the
material becomes vaporized by the deposited x-ray energy. If vaporization occurs, small features (for
example protein within water) will expand into surrounding material v_eryr_pidly, lt is then necessary to
get an image before these features have approximately doubled in size7. The hydro expansion timescale is
of the order of 30 psec for typical doses associated with 300/_ resolution of ,anlabeled samples. Since the
dose scales as the inverse fourth power of the resolution size, the hydro timescale goes like the third power
of resolution size. For 100 ,_ resolution the time is approximately 1 psec.

Considering the characteristic doses and timescales, it is natural to define three possible imaging
regimes. The first is the low dose regime. For doses less than about 106 Gy we expect the temperature
rise to be small enough so that the water is not to be vaporized. Therefore hydrodynamic motion is not
expected to be a problem and ultrashort exposures (<1 nsec) are not necessary. Moderately short exposure
(< 1 msec to 1 }.tsec)may still be needed to avoid image degradation due to natural motions and x-ray
induced chemical diffusion. To keep the dose so low and still get high resolution (-300/_,) 3D images will "
likely require labeling as we discussed for gold microspheres. Alternatively, lower resolution (-600/_)
images may be possible in the low dose regime. The second imaging regime is the high dose, long
exposure regime. This applies to doses > 2 x 106 Gy, and exposures longer than about 10 ms. Here it is
possible to avoid heat build-up by conductive cooling. This mode is likely appropriate for synchrotron
based imaging, but not for x-ray lasers which are typically much shorter in duration. There may still be a
problem with natural motions and chemical diffusion for such long exposures. The third imaging mode is
the high dose, short exposure regime. This corresponds to doses > 2x106 Gy and exposures < 30 psec.
lt is appropriate for the imaging of live natural samples, lr_this mode one captures the image before
hydrodynamic motion ultimately destroys the sample. Such short exposures can easily stop natural
motions and chemical diffusion, lt is the natural mode for x-ray lasers or other high brightness short pulse
sources.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Based on considerations of the x-ray interactions with the sample, and on schematic descriptions of
imaging set-ups we make the following conclusion: The optimal energy for imaging is in the water
window for microscopy and just outside for holography. With high particle labeling, for example colloidal
gold, the optimal wavelengths are some what longer that the carbon K-edge. For 300 ,_,resolution
images, 10 - 1000_ of energy is required. Doses to protein are likely to be above 107 Gy. Colloidal
gold labeling can reduce the energy and dose by a factor of about 50. Finally, three regimes for high
resolution imaging have been identified. They are the low dose regime, suitable tbr gold-labeled sample,
the high dose-long exposure regime in which conductive cooling may keep the temperature down, but
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natural motion and x;ray chemical induced diffusion may degrade resolution for wet unfixed samples, and
the high dose-ultra short exposure regime, in which an image is captured before dose-induced
hydrodynamic expansion degrades resolution.
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Light microscopy, scanning and transmission electron microscopy, x-ray and
electron diffraction and atomic force microscopy are ali being applied to investigation of
the organization of macromolecules in cells. The information generated by these

. combined techniques has led to our current understanding of the remarkable
complexity and diversity of the cellular molecular environment. Light microscopy has
proved particularly useful for non-destructive analysis of the dynamic behavior of

• livingcells.StructuresassmallasafewhundredAngstromsindiametercanbe
detectedinintactcellswhen distinctlystainedandwellseparatedfromsimilar
structures.However,trueshapeanalysisofmolecularstructuresinthelight
microscopeislimitedbythewavelengthoflightto-0.25l_m.Electronmicroscopy,
diffractionand scanningmicroscopesallownearatomicresolutionofisolatedstructures
and electrontomographyisbeingappliedininvestigationofmacromolecular
organizationinthecellularenvironment.However,thesestudiesrequiresome formof
samplepreservation(e.g.embedding,fixation,mountinginvitreousice,criticalpoint
drying,etc.)andcellulardisassembly(e.g.physicalsectioning,cellulardisruptionand

organelleisolation,etc.).Thesepreparativetechniquescomplicateanalyses;especially
thoseaimedatmicromolecularassembliesintermediateinsize(100-1000A).X-ray
microscopywillbeanappealingadditiontotheseanalysistechniquesifitcanbe
developedforanalysisofintermediatesizedstructuresinlivingcells.

The challengesfacingX-raymicroscopistscanbeappreciatedby consideringthe
roleofX-raymicroscopyinanalysisoftheorganizationofDNA inmammalian
chromatin.An importantgoalofsuchstudiesistounderstandhow approximatelyI
meter of DNA plus associated chromatin proteins are packed into a cell nucleus roughly
5 tun in diameter. This must be accomplished in a manner compatible with

. condensation of the DNA to form chromosomes at mitosis and almost complete,
regional decondensation to permit DNA replication and translation. The packing
density changes almost four orders of magnitude during these processes. In addition,
the organization must permit the transport of macromolecules (enzymes, DNA binding
regulatory proteins and RNA) into and out of the nucleus.

Much is known about the chromatin organization. The DNA is organized at
several levels. First, the DNA is coiled around proteins called nucleosomes to form
'"reads on a string" which are visible in the electron microscope when spread on a fiat
surface. The '"veacls"are further packaged to form 30 nm fibers, also visible in the
electron microscope. The 30 nm fibers are organized into high order structures. Details
of these higher order structures are largely unknown. Eventually, however, the DNA
and associated proteins are packaged into interphase nuclei or chromosomes. The
higher order chromatin structure (e.g. shape, size, nudear location, dynamic behavior
and protein composition) are biologically interesting because they may play a
controlling role in gene expression and transcription. However, these structures are
difficult to study. They are too small to be resolved in the light microscope and the
concern remains that they may be distorted by the preparative procedures required for

" electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy. Thus, alternate analysis procedures
are needed.
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X-ray microscopy is an interesting adjunctto morewell developed imaging
techniquesbecause it may, irttheory,be used to image higher order structuresof
chromatinand othermacromolecules in aphysiologically normalenvironment or even
in a living cell. In addition, it may provide limited dynamic information about the
motion of macromolecules. However, several challenges must be met before X-ray
microscopy can contribute to structural investigations. 1) Macromolecular structures
are "embedded"in a dense protein environment of high complexity in a living cell.
Procedures must be developed to stain selected macromolecules with X-ray dense
materials so that they canbe distinguished from the chemically similar protein milieu
in which they are embedded. This must be accomplished without altering the
organization of the structures under study. Protein structure specific staining is often
accomplished using labeledmonoclonal antibodies. Unfortunately, this approach may
have limit,,d utility in X-raymicroscopy because antibody molecules, ~100A m size, are
almost as large as the structures to be studied. Thus, other approaches must be
developed. One promising approach is to attach electron dense molecules to protein
components that will subsequently be assembled into macromolecules by the living cell.
2) X-raymicroscopy and associated image display and analysis techniques must be
developed so that they canbe used routinely by structural biologists. This will be
especiaUyimportant to assist biologists during the trial and error development of useful
staining procedures. Systems capable of generating only the occasional image are not
likely to be useful. 3) Mostproblems of interest in intermediate resolution structural
biology are three dimensional. Thus, multi-view microscopy will be required to allow
three dimensional reconstruction. The challenge will be to generate sufficient
information forreconstruction without damaging the structures under study. 4)
Investigation of time dependent changes in chromatinorganizationwill be especially
important to studies of the role of chromatinhigh orderorganization on gene
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replica_on and transcription. Information about changes in s.tructureduring cellular
response to external stimuli (e.g. mitogenic stimulation of DNA synthesis or induction
of specific gene expression) will be especially important. The X-ray doses required to

" visualize specific s_ructures directly are likely to be too destructive to allow sequential
analyses. However, one idea worth considering is that X-ray microscopy may allow

• high resolution analysis of molecular movement using the concept of fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) developed for visible light microscopy. In this
application, cells are s_L,_ed with a fluorescent dye that can be excited (and bleached)
by a tightly focused X-ray beam. Fluorescence measured after a second X-ray pulse at
_he same site will provide information about the rate at which fluorescently stained but
unbleached molecules can move into the measurement volume. Of course, localized X-
ray damage such as cross-linking may frustrate these studies as weil.

Perhaps the moss significant challenge for x-ray microscopist_s interested in biological
applications is to develop the technology to the point where its biological utility can be
effectively tested. This is important since the feasibility of x-ray imaging is not yet
proven, even theoretically. Structural biologists are likely to remain skeptical of the
utility of x-ray microscopy until it is dem_i-_&_ed esperimerLtally. Unfortunately, this
will be an e×pensive undertaking at a _ne wh._n resources are scarce.
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FEMTOSECOND OPTICAL PULSES?

by
Charles V. Shank

LawrenceBerkeley Laboratory

The prospect of femtosecond optical pulses is very exciting for the
field of time resolved spectroscopy. Currently the only sources available
to study ultrafast events are in the infrared to blue regions of the
spectrum. In experiments to study such processes as fast chemical
reactions and rapid phase changes, ali the current tools only permit study
through interactions with the electronic absorption. A far more desirable
approach would be to directly determine the positions of nuclei.
Techniques of X-ray measurements such as diffraction and EXFAS open
up the possibility of making direct measurements of nuclear positions on a
femtosecond time scale, a time scale less than a vibration.

l

The free electron source proposed at SLAC would be most desirable
ifthe.X-rayenergycouldbemaximizedatan energyofapproximately1
KeV. Secordly,ifa means couldbe foundforcreatinga synchronous
opticalpulseitwould bepossibletoinitiateeventsoptically.Finally,ifa
trade-offbetweenpeakpower X-raypower and repetitionratecouldbe
achieved,thesourcewouldbeevenmore useful.

The proposed source is so novel and new it is my view that uses
would be found to take advantage of its unique properties. Time resolved
spectroscopy could be one of the more important applications.
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Research in Chemical Physics,

• Surface Science,and Materials Science,
with a Linear Accelerator Coherent Light Source

Charles 8. Fadley

Department of Physics, University of C_lifornia-Davis
Materials Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

A number of exciting possibilities would be opened up for research in

chemical physics, surface science, and materials science by a short-

wavelength linear-accelerator coherent light source (LCLS). However,

radiation damage by such powerful pulses in studies of condensed matter

samples presents potential problems that should be assessed further.

. The proposed energy range for these sources overlaps that of prime

interest at the soon-to-be-commlssioned Advanced Light Source (i.e., approx.

100 to 1000 eV) and so a comparison of the brightnesses and time structures

of these two sources is of interest. As illustrated in Fig. 1, at 300 eV

and with an energy spread of 0.3 eV, the LCLS is estimated to deliver 1014

photons in a pulse of 0.2-0.5 psec in width and with a gap of 8 aaec between

pulses, for an overall flux of 1016 photons per second [I]. An ALS

undulator by contrast should produce 106 photons in a much broader pulse of

30 psec, but with a much shorter gap of 8 nsec, for an overall flux of 1014

photons per ssc [1]. Thus, the LCLS is about 108 times brighter during the

pulse, and 102 times brighter on average than the ALS, and the LCLS is much
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better suited to t:/_e-resolved studies on the ptec levels with the long gap

between pulses suggesting the use of t_ae-of-flight methods for detection.

Puap-probe experiments are an obviously advantageous type of

mmasuraent to do with such a source. These could be done An several modess

-Pmaping with a visible/uv laser to heat the sample, and then watching for

structural changes or phase transitions via x-ray scattering, EXAFS, or

photoelectron spectroscopy or diffraction. This type of exper/_ent has also

been discussed by C.V. Shank An this workshop.

-Pmaping with x-rays to occupy low-lying excited states, and then probing

these with a visible/uv laser, or reversing the assignment of the pump and

probe radiation.

-Splitting the x-ray bean i_ some way and pumping and probing with the sane

wavelength.

-Using harmonics of the LCLS (odd on-axis and even off-axis) to yield

different well-synchronized wavelengths for pumping and probing.

A crucial question in such experiments is the degree to which the pump and

probe sources could be synchro_isedz splitting the bean or using harmonics

as mentioned above represent t_wo possible solutions to this problem, but

more work also is needed to determine how well a visLble/uv laser could be

synchronised to an LCLS.

Time-resolved structural studies of either molecular beams or mass-

selected clusters represent one particularly promising direction for study.

Such dilute targets require high photon fluxes to be studied, and they also

have the advantage of being continuously replenished, thereby reducing the

4O
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radiation damage problems that are inherent with fixed condensed-matter

targets. As one example of such experiments, an extension of the recent

pioneering work of |ewail and co-workers using lasers and an electron beam

• deserves mention [2]. As shown in Fig. 2, a molecular bems was in this case

pumped at one wavelength (hl) by a single colliding-pulse smde-locked dye

laser that also produced a synchronous amplified pulse at another wavelength

(h2). The second pulse was used to excite electrons from a gold

photocathode, and these were accelerated up to about 15 keV (h e = 0.1 A) to

produce a pulse of about 1 psec in duration. The diffraction of these

electrons from the molecular beam was then monitored by a two-dinensional

CCD camera as a function of the delay between the two pulses. Thus, the

time evolution of the structure of an excited molecule that As undergoing

some sort of transformation or dissociation can in principle be studied.

. Replacing the electron beam with a suitably synchronized x-ray laser beam in

the 0.1-1.0 A range could permit doing even more precise time-dependent

structural studies due the more ideal nature of x-ray scattering. Again,

synchronization issues are crucial here, as is the need to detect extremely

high scattered photon fluxes. Going to grazing angles of incidence on a

single-crystal solid sample could also permit doing analogous time-resolved

diffraction studies of processes on surfaces.

The high brightness of an LCLS could yield diffraction or

spectroscopic data sets of sufficient statistics with only a few shots of

the laser, provided that detection systems are developed which can handle

- the much higher rates of photons, electrons, ions, or neutral species that

will emerge. For example, in photoelectron emission from a solid sample, a
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single pulse of _014 photons _nteracting with a single atomic subshell will

produce a total of 108-1010 photoelectrons over the w steradians above the

surface. Thus, a spectrum or energy distribution curve in a well-defined

direction of emission (± a few degrees resolution) could be accumulated to

lt statistics in a sLngle pulse or at most a few pulses. The left panel of

Fig. 3 shows a calculation of the photon stimulated desorption from

elemental Si due to L-shell excitation, and here again, the number of

p_rt£cles emitted £s in the range of 1010 , suggesting single-shot or few-

shot measurement of photon-stimulated desorption, provided that the

detection system can respond fast enough. Time-of-flight techniques with

electrons, ions, or post-ionised neutrals could assist with this

considerable detection problem. Ultimately, such a facility could permit

carrying out what are often called "compl_" experiments on atoms,

molecules, clusters, or surfaces, in which not only the energies of the

outgoing particles are measured, but also their angular distributions and

their spins. Measuring electron spin is particularly demanding, since it

enta£18 a net increase £n counting SLues of about 104x.

The holographic _aaging of various structures could also benefit from

such a h£gh-brightness x-ray source. Such _maging can be separated into two

categorises that in which the reference wave is external to the object and

is provided by the £ncldent beam [3], and that in which the reference wave

is localised in origin due to some sort of core-level atomic process [4].

The brightness of an LCL8 would probably prevent focusing the external beam

before £t8 scattering from the sample, thus leading to what has boon termed

Gabor holography [3]. Bxperlments of thls type with soft x-rays have



yielded resolutions in the 100-_ range to date [3]. By contrast, localized-

source diffraction e_d holography from slngle-crystal surfaces can make use

of x-ray excited photoelectrons, Auger electrons, or fluorescence x-rays

, [4], and in principle can image at the sub-AngstrOm level. Electron

omission holography is thus en extension of photoelectron diffraction, which

is by now • well developed surface structural probe [5]. The holographic

analysis of such data sets 8o as to directly yield three-di_ensional atomic

images was suggested some time ago [4], and this method has more recently

been shown to be promising from an experimental point of view [5(b),6]. The

basic principle of Iocallsed-source holography, together with the most

s_aple mathematical imaging algorithm [4(b)], is shown in Fig. 4.

The localised-source holographic data sets are in general even larger

. than those required for a simpler diffraction study, and thus a brighter

excitation source is a significant advantage. Measuring such electron

diffraction patterns with an LCLS could in principle reducJ data acquisition

tines to the microsecond level or smaller, permitting unique time-dependent

studies of surface structural transfo_aations. Doing the same holographic

£naglng experiment with fluorescence x-rays [4(a)] has the advantage that x-

ray scattering is much sore ideal, so that the final atomic images should be

sore accurate and aberration-free, but no experimental data of this type are

as yet available. The potentlal advantage of XFH is illustrated for

simulated images from a small cluster of atoms in Fig. 5 [7], However, the

percent effect in the x-ray diffraction fringes is reduced by about 10 4

- relative to electrons, thus requiring much better counting statistics in the

final data. An LCL8 could be very useful for this type of atomic imaging as
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well. Some other types of atomic structure studies that could benefit from

an LCLS are time-dependent photoelectron diffraction, Four£er transform

analyses of x-ray diffractlon patterns, and the measurement and

£nterpretation of x-ray speckle patterns.

Beyond the above experiments that would be of principle benefit in

carrying existing techniques into much faster tism dosmins, two additional

effects could be studied fruitfullys Non-linear optical effects in the x-

ray regime would be of interest, and studying them ham hitherto been

/_|possible due %o a lack of br£gh%neas. Also, arms-specific photochemical

or photodesorption processes could be studied by pumping certain core

levels.

In studies on condensed matter specimens, the high number of photons

per pulse and the higher overall average fluxes raise quest£ons am to

spectral broadening and spec_en s%ability. Space charges of electrons and

ions near the surface could influence outgoing particles. &hd the high

amounts of power being absorbed by the sample could lead to rapid

transformations (perhaps £ntereat£ng to study, but perhaps a nuisance)

and/or degradation. The approximate time scales of the various relaxation

processes going on are shown in Fig. 6. The right panel of Fig. 3 indicates

that, if we assume about I in I0 core-excited atoms at the surface are

desorbed [8], the direct photon-stimulated desorption from Si would not

ablate the surface faster than about 0.001 monolayer per aec. Uowever,

additional desorption and vaporisation due to aecondar¥ absorption and

relaxation processes could significantly increase this rate. Pm estimation



of the amoun_ of local heating occurring for Si during a single pulse is

shown in Fig. 7. During the pulse, the absorption depth (dabs) is much

shorter than the thermal diffusion length (ddiff)_ leading to a standard

. l_altlng approximation for estimating the t_e to heat to the melting point

[9]. In this limit, one finds that the melting point would be reached in

only about 1/5 of the pulse durationl A mitigating aspect is that, during

the period between pulses, there will be diffusion away from the hot spot

over distances of the order of about 5000 dab s , permitting some sample

recovery However, this crude estimate suggests that there will be some• ._

rapid, irreversible alteration of a typical sample surface, and that more

quantitative calculations of much effects are called for. Using grasing

incidence to increase x-ray reflectivity R £s one way to reduce such local

" heating effects. Scanning the sample surface under the beam so as to

continually provide new material is anothere although the nn-scale diameter

of the beam would limit the degree to which this could he done with samples

of nornal size.

Thus, although there are obvious experimental challenges both in

detecting the very high fluxes of particles that would he emitted by samples

exposed to such ultrahigh-brightness x-ray sources and in assessing and

dealing with various types of radiation damage to condensed matter

specimens, there are nonetheless several very intriguing new areas of

research that would become poss£ble with such high-brightness x-ray sources.
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Figures:

• FAg. l--Comparison of pulses from the proposed LCLS and the ALS.

, FAg. 2--Synchronised laser pumping and electron diffraction from a

molecular beam. From ref. 2.

FAg. 3--Bstimation of photon stimulated desorption rates from

eleaaental 8i.

FAg. 4--Xllustration of the forsation of a localised-source hologram

and the simple Fourier transform algorithm used to image atoms from it.

Based on ref. 4.

Fig. S--Calculated holographic images for both x-ray fluorescence and

photoelectron emission from the central atom of the Mo cluster shown at the

" top of the figure. In the middle panel, the electron scattering strength is

. artificially reduced so as to be lore ideal. From ref. 6.

Fig. 6--Approximate time scales of various processes occurring after

the absorption of radiation are compared to the duration of the LCLS pulse•

Fig. ?--Estimation of the rate of heating of elemental Si during

exposure to the LCLS pulse•
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III. SUMMARY OF OPEN
DISCUSSION SESSION



Open Discussion Session Summary
John Arthur, SSRL

The final session of the workshop consisted of an open discussion

• moderated by David Attwood of LBL and john Arthur of SSRL.

Participants were asked to give opinions regarding the optimal

wavelength, pulse duration, and polarization state for initial development

in the 2 - 4 nm region. A request was also made for suggestions about
potential applications for a SLAC FEL not mentioned in previous

sessions, and for more speculative ideas. Participants were urged to
elaborate on their comments in written form for inclusion in this

proceedings.
The discussion period lasted nearly two and a half hours, with

contributions from approximately 25 speakers. During the first half of

this period the discussion centered on biological imaging and the

problem of radiation damage to the sample. There was general agreement

• that images of natural (unstained) biological samples with resolution

smaller than 500 ,_ would require radiation doses which would destroy

" the samples. However, there was no consensus regarding the significance
of this fact. Many comparisons were made to techniques used in electron

microscopy, such as cryofixation, in which the samples are also

destroyed. These destructive techniques of structure analysis have

become indispensable. But the microscopist's dream of a non-invasfve

imaging technique for llve samples with hundred-angstrom resolution
remains elusive.

Some other points were also raised about biological imaging. As

pointed out in previous workshops, in addition to the water window

itself, the slightly longer wavelength region Just outside the water

window, near the carbon k-edge, would give good imaging contrast due to

the anomalous dispersion of the carbon scattering amplitude. It was also

pointed out that the proposed SLAC FEL would suit some kinds of

imaging better than others. This source, with its high coherence, would

be particularly good for flash holography. On the other hand, a high-

coherence source is not the best for conventional imaging, and the 120

Hz repetition rate of the SLAC source would make scanning imagery a

very slow process.
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During the second half of the session, condensed matter science

appl/caUons were d/scussed. Here the radiation damage to the sample

was not viewed as a limiting factor. For diffraction experiments, the

shorter wavelengths (down to 1 A or less) were thought to be more
desirable. The ultra short pulse structure and h/gh polar/zatJon of the
FEL beam were seen as immediately useful to condensed matter
research. Time resolution on the femtosecond scale, faster than typical

phonon vibrational frequencies, seemed very intriguing. The high
coherence of the beam was also viewed as an advantage, though the

ideas for its use were more speculative. Suggestions included the use of

speckle interferometry to measure coherence lengths in disordered

systems, and the use of an x-ray laser to produce nuclear excitations,

possibly creating a population inversion and a gamma-ray laser.
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Application of 10 GeV Electron Driven X-Ray Laser

In Gamma-Ray Laser Research

Johndale C. Solem

Theoretical Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87544

Abstract

The proposed short wavelength coherent light source driven by the SLAC

3 km linac might be used to induce transitions between nuclear isomeric

states. If an isotope were found with energetically adjacent isomeric

states, one short-lived and one long-lived, and it were possible to sepa-

rate and concentrate the long-lived species, and other nuclear and solid-

state parameters were favorable, it might be possible to convert sufIicient

population to the short-lived state to realize 'y-ray lasing. Even if the

x-ray intensity were insui_cient, study of such driven transitions would

be quite valuable.

Introduction

Researchers are presently exploring the possibility of using the 3-km electron accelerator at
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center to drive an intense short-pulse x-ray laser. Prelimina.,T

studies indicate that it will be possible to tune the laser in the band from 0.1 to 10 am. This

is well within the range of many nuclear transitions between isomeric states. Thus such

a light source might be a useful probe of certain aspects of nuclear structure, particularly
the mechanisms of radiative transition. But a more speculative and perhaps more exciting

application may be found in 3,-ray laser rvsearch.

One approach to the development of a "y-raylaser I is to transform a long-lived isomer to a

shorter-lived excited state capable of lazing by driving transitions between the states with

an intense narrow-band photon source. 2 The process has been likened to a Raman laser s,

although the excited levels must both be real because the non-linear response of a nucleus

would require exceedingly high field strengths.

I G. Baldwin, J. Solem, and V. Gol'danski, Eev. Mod. Ph_/s. 53, 687 (1981).
2 j. Eerkens, U. S. Patent 3,430,046 (1969).
3 E. Baklanov and V. Chebotaev, Zh. Elcsp. Teor. Fiz. Pik'tna Red 21, 286 (1975) [JETP

/;eft. 21, 131 (1975)]; B. Arad, S. Eliezer, and Y. Paiss, PhT/8. Left. A 74, 395 (1979).

1
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Several steps are necessary to practical realization of this 7-ray laser concept. The long-

lived isomer would have to be separated from other activated material by radio- or photo-

chemical processes 4, and formed into a rod of appropriate aspect ratio for lasing. The rod

. might be constructed of a host lattice in which the isomer nuclei are implanted. The host

would have a higher Debye temperature in order to achieve a larger fraction of recoilless

• transitions of the isomer, and thereby minimize the lasing transition linewidth. The 7-ray

laser is then triggered by the x-ray pulse pumping isomer population form the long-lived
state to the short-lived state.

Nuclear Interlevel Transfer

Figure ! is an energy-level diagram of a fictitious nuclide with two isomeric states in

energetic propinquity, E1-E2 = AE _: E2, but with a great disparity in lifetime, A3 _ A2,

where Ai is the probability per unit time for decay of the ith state. If the rate coefficient

induced by the x-ray laser is suitlcient, W2s ;_ A2, this transition will saturate before

population will have accumulated in the ground state, and nearly half the population of

long-lived states will be converted to an inversion of the short-lived transition. If the

conditions were satisfied for the short-lived transition to be recoilless, 5 and thereby very

narrow, 6 and Other nuclear parameters were favorable, *,7,s the transition might enjoy

. amplified stimulated emission -- it might become a laser. The principal advantage of this

scheme over the myriad of other 7-ray laser concepts is most of the energy is supplied by

, the nuclei rather than the pump. The cross section for pumping the transition is

A_F_
= ---- (I)" 2_rr'

where A istheresonantwavelengthofthe2 _ 3 transition,rr istheradiativelinewidth

and r isthetotallinewidth,ltiseasytoshowI that

'r= I+oA2+As' (2)

where a is the ratio of probabilities of internal conversion and gamma emission and _ is

the fraction of all decays from level 3 that terminate at level 2. The induced rate coefficient

is la

W2, = eAE' (3)

4 L. Szilard and T. Chalmers, Nature 134, 462 (1934); V. Letokov, Science 180, 451 (1973);

G. Baldwin, J. Neissel, and L. Tonks, U. S. Patent 3,324,099 (1966).
s R. M_ssbauer, g. Phys. 151, 124 (1958).
6 B. Josephson, Phys. Res. I,eSt. 4, 341 (1960); R. Pound and G. Rebka, Phys. Rev. £ett,

• 4, 274 (1960).
7 W. Visscher, Ann. Phys. 9, 194 (1960); H. Lipkin, Ann. Phys. 9, 332 (1960).

. 8 G. Baldwinand J.Solem,J.AppI.Phys.51,2372(1980).
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where I is the x-ray laser intensity set at the resonant wavelength. To saturate the 3-2

transition, we must have W2s _ A2. The required intensity is therefore

(AE)sF,_2
I _ 6.5 x 10-s Fr ' (4)

where I is in W. cm -2, AE is in eV, and A2 is in sec -l.

Some Candidate Isotopes

Figure 2 shows energy level diagrams that resulted from a search 9 of the computerized

nuclear structure library, CDRL821°, based on the compilation given in the 1978 Table

of Isotopes. 11 The search was based on two criteria: (1) the isomeric states must have a

half-life greater than 5 sec, and (2) the spacing of a nearby level must have an excitation

energy of less than 1 keV.

The value of F_/F is more difficult to obtain, but of the five isotopes shown, the most

likely to have a large ratio is lssw. The storage state lifetime is only 5.3 sec, so some

sort of on-line separation, concentration, and host-implantation would be necessary. The

transition from the 11/2+-state to the 9/2--state is an electric dipole, however, suggesting

a relatively large Fr. This assertion is complicated by K-selection-rule constraints, and

detailedtheoreticalevaluationof Fr/[' isa laboriousprocess.The excitationenergyfor

Issw isAE - 544 eV. Recentcalculations12suggestthata 2-to-5nmfreeelectronlaser

drivenby the SLAC linaccouldproduceabout I014coherentphotonsper pulsein a

bandwidthofabout2%. Thisamountstoa peakpowerofabout10I°W, althoughdriving

thenucleartransitionsmay requirea narrowerbandwidth.From Eq. (4),drivinga Issw

-y-raylaserwould requirea linewidthratio

(__._) 6"5 x I0-5 A,(AE) s
...... = 5.5 x I0 -6. (5)

w I

9 D. Strottman, E. Arthur, and D. Madland, Proceedings oi the IST/IDA Gamma-Ray £aser

Workshop, B. Balko, L. Cohen, and F. Hartmann, Eds. (Institute for Defense Analyses,

Alexandria, VA, 1986).
10 R. Howerton, ENSL82 and CDRL82: The 1982 Version of Evaluated Nuclear Structure

Libraries ENSL and CDRL, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Report UC1_-50400 Vol. 23

Addendum (1983).
11 C. Lederer and V. Shirley, Eds., Table of Isotope_, 7th Edition (Wiley & Sons, New York,

1978).
12 C. Pellegrini,etal.,"A 2 to5nraHigh Power FEL on theSLAC Linac,"tobe published

in the proceedings of the 13th International FEL Conference, Kobe, Japan, August 1992.
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To appro_ tJ_s iinewldth ratio for an electric dipole transition does not seem unreason-
able.

• The smallest energy difference identified in the search was 179Hf at ,,_ 200 eV. The iso-

tope also has a 25.1-day half-life, which would make it quite manageable with off-line

" preparation. For this isotope, we must have a linewidth ratio,

It is exceedingly unlikely that an E9 transition could have such a favorable linewidth ratio,

but at suf_ciently high intensity, there is a remote possibility that the nonlinear collective

response of the atomic electrons could introduce spatial harmonics, enhancing the driven-
transition rate. Is

Discussion

The quantum energies offered by the proposed Unac-driven FEL are clearly capable of

driving several known transitions in energy-level arrangements appropriate for "storage-

state" 7-ray lasers. The search described above was far from exhaustive- there are

on the order of 10_ isomeric state, including ali nuclei and all isotopes. But even this

cursory search offered one transition that was within striking distance of being a "_-ray

laser candidate. If the proposed SLAC x-ray laser becomes a reality, this would be a

very interesting application. In the meantime, more research is necessary to locate other

candidate isomers and appraise their nuclear properties, particularly their linewidth ratios
as discussed above.

A curious variant using the transition pumping schemes described here, would be the so-

called "inversionless" laser. Recent work has shown light ampl_cation in sodium, 14 based

on theoretical predictions Is concerning "A-quantum-beat" schemes. An x-ray laser may

allow extension of these concepts to 7-ray laser.

is 3. Solem and L. Biedenharn, JQ,qRT 40, 707 (1988); J. Solem, JQSRT 40, 713 (1988); 3.

Solem and L. Biedenharn, "Primer on Coupling Collective Electronic Oscillations to Nu-

clei," Los Alamos National Laboratory Report LA-10878 (1987); ,1. Solem, L. Biedenharn,

and K. Boyer, Ad_anceJ in La_er Science, W. Stwalley and M. Lapp, Eds. (AIP, New

York, 1986), p. 80 ; J. Solem, L. Biedenharn, G. Baldwin, and K. Boyer, Adrances in

L_er $cience,q]lV. Stwalley and M. Lapp, Eds. (AIP, New York, 1986), p. 52.
14 ,]. Gao, et 61., Op_ica Comm. 93, 323 (1992).
is O. Kocharovsksya and Ya. Khanin, Zh. Eiip. Teor. Fiz. 90, 1610 (1986); M. ScuUy, S.

' Zhu, and A. Gavrielides, Phys. Rer.4_tt. 62, 2813 (1989); E. Fill, M. Scully, and S. Zhu

Optics Comm. 77, 36 (1990); S. Zhu Ph|/s. Rer. A. 42, 5537 (1990); S. Harris Phys. Ray.

Left. 62, 1033 (1989); S. Harris and J. Mackl_ Phys. Rer. A. 40, 4135 (1990).
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Figure Captions

Fieure 1. Conversion from long to short lifetime. If the long-lived isomer, level 3, were

prepared at high concentration and embedded in a host with high Debye temperature, -y-

ray laser operation might be initiated on the 2-1 transition by intense x-radiation saturating

the 3-2 transition. (From Ref. 1) , -

Results of a search for isomeric states with lifetime greater than 5 ssc and ener-

getic spacing less than 1 kev to a nearby short-lived state. (From Ref. 9)
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Desorption: We Need LCLS' Brightness and Time Scale!
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Department of Electrical Engineering and Center for X-Ray Lithography

University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA
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. Vanderbilt University
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. Nashville, Tennessee 37235, USA

and
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Frascati, Italy

ABSTRACT

We present and discuss several areas of interest for the international use of

Stanford's Linac Coherent Light Source, with participation of institutions

from Switzerland, Italy and the USA, and based on practical experience in the

use of free-electron lasers for research. In each case, the unprecedented
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i

characteristicsof the new x-ray source allows previously impossible

e_l:_Z_-nents in materials sdence and in the life sdences.
4"
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• I. Introductory Remarks

The proposedLinacCoherentLightSource(LCLS),becauseofitsexceptional

performancesand uniquecharacteristics,isnotmerelya nationalfacility;itis

a world resource,thatchallengesallscientiststo develop new ways of

thinkingin x-rayresearch.Severalgroupsfrom institutionsinSwitzerland,

Italyand theUSA tookthischallenge,developinga seriesofresearchideas

thatmake fulluseofsome ofLCLS'unmatched characteristics.The necessary

technicalbackgroundisprovidedby many yearsofexperienceintheuse of

synchrotronradiation,includingultrabrightundulatorsources,[1-3]and more

recently,experiencewith some of theveryfew realexperimentson a free-

" electronlaserattheVanderbiltUniversity.[4]

The coreproposalsdealwith fourareas:non-linearoptics,[5,6]frequency-

domain and time-domain fluorescence,[7,8]spectromicroscopy,[1-3]

stimulateddesorptionspectroscopy.[9,10]In each case,the envisioned

experimentsarequantum jumps intothefuturewith respecttopresentand

foreseeableapplicationsof the same techniques.In the caseof non-linear

optics,thesuperlinearintensitydependence [5,6]willcompensatethelarge

energyofthex-rays,creatingthefeasibilityoftwo-photonand multiphoton

experimentsinthex-raydomain.Thistechniquewillbe theultimatetoolin

solvingsymmetry problemsiI_theelectronicstructureofcondensedsystems.

In thecaseof time-resolvedfluorescence,we envisiona push to new time

. domains of conventionalexperimentsand of a novel techniquebased on

,m
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frequency-domain analysis.[7,8] This last technique has been used with some 0

synchrotron sources to study fluorescence phenomena down to the
4¢

picosecond range. The exceptional time structure and ultrahigh brightness of

LCLS will take the approach into previously unreachable time scales.

Spectromicroscopy [1-3] combines into one experiment the full power of x-ray

microscopy and conventional spectroscopy, making it possible to perform

chemical and physical analysis on a microscopic scale. Techniques of this kind

have been implemented with existing synchrotron sources, and applied to

both materials-science [2] and life-science problems.J3] They are, however,

affected by severe limitations mostly related to the low signal levels. The

relief from the increase in brightness after commissioning of the third-

generation sources will be only partial. With LCLS, techniques of this kind

will reach their absolute limits, that are also the natural limits of many types

of spectroscopiesthathave been used foryearsand sometimesdecadesin

scienceand technology.Inparticular,itwillbe possibletoperformone-shot

microchemicalanalysison thescaleoftensofangstroms.

Finally,stimulated-desorptionspectroscopyhas been for many years a

marginallyexploitedgoldmine,thegatetotheunderstandingofthedynamic

propertiesofsolidsurfaces.[9,10]The useofthisgoldmine has been sharply

limitedby signalproblems;considerforexample thatonly a handfulof

experimentshave dealtwith emittedneutrals,[9]thatare by farthe most

importantcomponent of thedesorptionyield,but difficulttodetect.Time-

resolvedand angle-resolvedexperimentshave remained eithermarginalor
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, impossible, and space-resolved experiments essentially a dream.[10] The brute

force of the LCLS emission will change all this, and extract ali of the

information that these techniques can potentially provide. The very

phenomena that create damage problems in other experiments will be the key

in this case to the ultimate understanding of solid surfaces, well beyond the

artificial stationary-state point of view.

II. Non-Linear Optics: a Rebirth

The possibility to perform non-linear optics was one of the motivations for

. the development of pulsed lasers in the 1960's.[5] The theoretical background

for non-linear optical phenomena had been developed by Maria Goeppert
i.

Mayer [6] in the 1930's, but the practical implementation of her theoretical

" results in the visible was delayed for decades because of the lack of suitable

sources. And this research was never extended to the x-rays, essentially for the

same reasons.

Consider the absorption transition probability [5,6] from a state Ii) of energy Ei

to a state If) of energy Efby absorption of two photons of energy hv 2 and vi:

P(hvl,hv 2) _ !Zv((i ITIi.p IvXv Irl2.P If))/(Ev-Ei-hv 1)12IlI28(Ef-Ei-hvl-hv2), (1)

where the Iv)'s are virtual intermediate states of energy Ev, Til and )12 are the

polarization vectors and I] and 12 are the photon beam intensities. For two
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photons hv of polarization vector rl from the same source of intensity I, Eq. 1
¢

becomes:

P(2hv) o_ IZv((i I_.p Iv)(v ITI.pIf))/(Ev-Ei-hv) 12128(Ef-Ei-2hv). (2)

The observation of two-photons optical transitions is made verydifficult for

high photon energies by the energy denominator of Eqs. 1 and 2. The optimal

solution would be, in principle, to take two different photon energies, one of

which as small as possible. But this is not often done in practice, because it is

convenient to take both photons from the same laser. The only way to

compensate for the denominator's effect in the case of large photon energies,

is to increase the intensity, which is present in Eq. 2 as a square -- hence, the

need for high peak power in the photon source.
,v

This makes a straightforward case for the LCLS when considering two-photon

optical studies in the x-ray range. In fact, only one experiment has been so far

attempted in this domain,II1] combining lasers and synchrotron radiation,

but with only preliminary results.

Why isnonlinearx-rayopticsimportant?For a varietyofreasons,themost

relevantbeing in our opinionthepossibilityto settleonce and foreverall

issuesaboutthesymmetry ofelectronicstates.[12]The transitionprobabilityof

Eqs.I and 2 dependson matrixelementsinvolvingtheinitialand finalstates

and alsointermediatevirtualstates.As a result,thesymmetry selectionrules

for two-photon processesare complementary to those of one-photon
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• phenomena. This means that state symmetries can be checked or cross-

checked (with respect to the results of one-photon studies), provided that the

initial-state symmetry is well defined and known.

This last point may not be true for valence states, but is certainly very true for

core levels. Therefore, it would be better in principle to use core levels as

initial states. But in practice this means moving from the visible to the

ultraviolet or to the x-rays, with the disadvantages already discussed, that can

be offset by the large intensity of the LCLS.

Note that the arguments presented here are quite general, and can be easily

" extended to multiphotor_ processes. Furthermore, they can be generalized to a

variety of nonlinear optical processes besides pure two-photon absorption,b

such as those involving real rather than virtual intermediate states.[6]

III. Ultrafast Time-Resolved Fluorescence in the Frequency Domain

Synchrotron radiation has been used in many experiments to excite

fluorescence and study its time decay, thereby deriving precious information

both on materials science and life science specimens.[13] The decay analysis

exploits the time structure of synchrotron radiation sources, consisting of

short pulses separated by long intervals.
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Note [7,8] that the minimum possible decay time scale that can be analyzed is

determined by the pulse width of the source, and the maximum is affected by •

the repetition rate. Hence, the interest of LCLS, with its predicted ultrashort
a_

pulses (0.2 ps, possibly decreased to a few tens femtoseconds), and relatively

large intervals between pulses.

This approach greatly profited from a technical breakthrough due to E.

Gratton: the frequency-domain analysis.[7] The Fourier transform of the time

structure of a synchrotron source is a series of harmonics of the sources

fundamental frequency, whose envelope is a Gaussian, with half width at

half maximum given by the reciprocal of the source pulse width.

In a time-resolved fluorescence experiment, one can analyze the amplitude

and phase of a given Fourier component of the excitation and fluorescence

signals. From a comparison of the results for excitation and fluorescence

signals, it is easy to extract the desired information and in particular the

fluorescence decay time.J7,8]

For example, the decay time is determined [7,8] by the tangent of the phase

difference between excitation and fluorescence for a given Fourier

component, divided by the frequency. Similarly, the decay time can be

extracted from the amplitude data. Multiple exponential decay times - and

even continuously distributed decay times - can be easily extracted by

analyzing several harmonics. The phase analysis is actually made possible

[7,8] by modulating the detectors' gain of the excitation and fluorescence
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. signals, creating low-frequency beatings, and measuring the excitation-

fluorescence phase shift at those low frequencies.

The limitations of this approach in studying short decay times arise from

three factors: first, the decreasing intensity of the high-frequency Fourier

harmonics, that becomes small for frequencies much above the reciprocal of

the source pulse time width. Second, the capability to modulate the detectors

at'high frequency and create low-frequency beatings for high-frequency

components. Third, the soui'ce intensity, since the accuracy of any phase

analysis is limited when too much noise is present.

- The LCLS will greatly help us to overcome the first and third limiting factors.

The actual limits of the experiments will be determined by our capability to

modulate at high frequency, and it will go beyond the present limitations by

" at least one order of magnitude. Further progress may be possible either by

achieving higher-frequency modulation or by resorting to a more traditional

time-domain scheme allowed by the excellent source characteristics - at least

in the case of simple exponential decays.

The applications of this approach will be quite extensive in materials science,

since it will enable us to study core-initiated fluorescence in a new time

domain typical of vibrational frequencies. A space-resolved version of the

technique is not out of the question. As far as life-science is concerned, some

aspects of the new time domain are quite interesting.
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Typical phenomena of the new time domain are photostimulated

chlorophyll chemistry and the eye vision's photochemistry of rhodopsin. One

can envision a time-resolved analysis of these phenomena based on core-

level excitations, that will nicely complement the present studies of the main

mechanisms in the visible and near-UV photon-energy domains.

IV. Spectromicroscopy to its Limits

Spectromicroscopy [1-3] is the combination of established spectroscopies with

lateral resolution. The best known example is photoemission spectroscopy:

for decades, after the original work of Kai Siegbahn and Bill Spicer,[14] this

spectroscopy has become the leading tool in the study of electronic structures.

It has been, however, severely affected by one limitation: the lack of lateral

resolution and the consequent space-averaged character of the information

that it provides.[1]

In the past two-three years, very rapid progress has been made in overcoming

this obstacle, J3,4] and in fact photoemission experiments can now be

performed on the most advanced instruments, such as the scanning

spectromicroscope MAXIMUM at Wisconsin, with a lateral resolution better

than 0.1 micron. This rapid progress is the result of two factors.

First, the advances in the optical instrumentation. The art of focusing x-rays

and that of electron optics have been optimized, in the first case beginning

,P
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- from almost non-existence. New and old tools such as the Fresnel zone plate

and the Schwarzschild objective have been improved by technical

breakthroughs, for example, multilayer coating for enhancing reflectivity.II]

But this progress would have been largely useless without a parallel progress

in the brightness of the photon sources.[13] The advances in that area have

initiated with the commissioning of second-generation bending magnet

sources of synchrotron radiation such as Aladdin or the Brookhaven rings.

Then it has accelerated witl_ the commissioning of the first undulators on

these new sources, for example the redeployment on Aladdin of the Stanford-

Berkeley undulator.[2] And it will further accelerate with the forthcoming

commissioning of third-generation, ultrabright sources such as ELETTRA at

Trieste and the Advanced Light Source at Berkeley.

• One can observea closecorrelationbetween theprogressinphotoemission

spectromicroscopyand theincreasein thesourcebrightness.The reasonis

quitefundamental:theLiouvilletheoremrequirestheconservation(except

forabsorption,reflectionand scatteringlosses)of thebrightnessalongan

opticalsystemsuchasa synchrotronbeamline,thereforetheconcentrationof

thebeam ina smallarearequiresan initialhighbrightness.[1]

This fundamental reason applies not only to photoemission

spectromicroscopy, but to a long series of other techniques, such as absorption

and transmission microscopy and spectromicroscopy, desorption

. spectromicroscopy, etc., ali in the x-ray an ultraviolet domains.II,13]
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Why are these techniques important? In essence, ft] they bring to the

microscopic scale the full power of:the most advanced tools in experimental

materials science - the full power of their chemical, electronic and structural

analytical capabilities. They are, therefore, the techniques of the future in

materials science. Consider again photoemission spectromicroscopy: this

technique can identify the structural morphology of a specimen, then zoom

into the most promising areas and explore their chemical composition, the

chemical status of each element, the valence electronic structure, many-body

phenomena, potentially band structures, etc., etc., etc.[l]

And sincetheseinvestigationstakeplaceon a submicronscale,theyareno

longerlimitedtomaterialsscience,butcan be extendedtothelifesciencesas

weil.Inthepasttwo years,rapidprogresshasbeenmade, forexample,inthe

photoemissionspectrornicroscopyimaging and chemicalmicroanalysisof
I

neuron networks,in preparationfor systematicstudiesof the possible

relationsbetweenthechemicalpropertiesand physiologicfunctionssuch as

thenervepulsebroadcasting.[3]FigureI shows an exampleofphotoemission

micrographinthisdomain.[3]

The rapid recent progress notwithstanding, synchrotron-light

spectromicroscopies are not yet reaching their natural performance limits.[1]

They are not reaching the limits of the lateral resolution, and they cannot

operate at very high energy resolution (the top performance for

photoemission spectromicroscopy has been achieved [2] again with
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MAXIMUM, and it is of 350-400 meV). ,One step ahead will be the

commissioning of the third-generation source, that will bring most

" spectromicroscopies to their natural resolution limits, for example, those

determined by diffraction. And further progress is envisaged with the arrival

of fourth-generation sources such as the proposed SLS (Swiss Light Source).

But the ultimate limits of ali of these techniques will only be reached with the

LCLS, that will truly allow in each case the maximum efficiency in extracting

information from the underlying physical phenomena. Take agai n

photoemission spectromicroscopy as an example. The progress of

photoemission over a century has been the 'progress in finding methods to

. extract more information from the photoelectric effect. In principle, this effect

is a wonderful source of information, ranging from chemistry to electronic
F.

properties, to correlation phenomena, to atomic structure, etc.- but for many

• decades its exploitation has been limited by insufficient instrumentation.

The researchers active in this field have experienced the frustration of the

gold miner that knowingly walks on a mou,ntain full of gold, but does not

have the tools to mine it. Some of the tools have been made avaPable, as we

have seen, by the re.pid progress of synchrotron radiation in the past years.

But most of the gold is still beyond reach. Specifically, the most advanced

photoemission techniques, present and foreseeable, push to the limits one of

the performances or at most two, optimizing the extraction of some types of

information - for example, spin polarisation and magnetic properties.II3,14]
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But they cannot simultaneously optimize more than two performance
,l

aspects, therefore we are still far from the ultimate photoemission probe that

would have at the same time ultrahigh energy, lateral and angular

resolution, spin resolution and time resolution. This would also be one of the

foundations of microscopy, since because of the short photoelectron escape

depth photoemission spectroscopy is already a "vertical" microscopy, capable

of reaching atomic resolution in a fully tunable way.[13,14]

This dream instrument is precisely what the LCLS Will give us in the case of

photoemission spectromicroscopy: the ultimate spectroscope and the ultimate

vertical-lateral microscope. From a practical point of view, the

instrumentation progress recently achieved in this area has solved many of

the technical problems for the exploitation of a source like LCLS. Specifically,

we do not foresee difficulties in the extension to the LCLS of today's

techniques for electron-optics photoemission spectromicroscopy,[1] except for

the need of new data processing hardware and software as required by the

very large data production rate.

Technical difficulties must be solved instead for scanning-focusing

techniques, since the present focusing devices may not survive the high

power emitted by the LCLS. Grazing-incidence focusing is likely to be

required. Even without focusing, however, one could limit the source size

with a pinhole and still have more intensity than before LCLS. Or one could

reach very low noise level in axxextremely short time, recovering the space

information a posteriori.
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We note that photoemission spectromicroscopy, although very exciting, is

. onlyone exampleofthe"dream"instrumentsmade possibleinthisdomain

by the LCLS. Each spectromicroscopycan produce a similardream

instrument.[1]For example,desorptionspectroscopywithlateralresolution-

discussedinthenextsection- can extendon a microscopicdomain surface

sciencefromstaticpropertiestodynarnics.[9,10]

As to the applications of the_e "dream machines", there are really no limits,

in materials science and in the life sciences. In materials science, the

corresponding spectroscopies, with ali of their limitations, are used by tens of

thousands of scientists and technologists worldwide and producing important

advanceseveryday.[13,14]Not onlyfundamentaladvances,but practicalas

" weil:the optimizationof industrialprocessing-notablyat Xerox- has

. producedsavingsofmillionsofdollars.[14]Everyproblemcurrentlyexplored

with photoemissionand otherspectroscopiescan profitfrom the technical

superiorityofthenew "dream"spectromicroscopes-hence,a verywide and

variedarrayofapplications.0

V. Exploiting Stimulated Desorption to the Maximum Possible Extent

Photon-stimulateddesorptionhas beenforyearsperhapsthemost promising

techniqueofsurfacescience.[9,10,13]The stimulateddesorptionprocesscarries

a tremendous amount of high-qualityinformation,specificallyinformation

_
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on surface dynamics that goes well beyond what can be extracted from
al

photoemission and optical properties, and potentially can have a dramatic

impact on the industrial exploitation of surface chemistry.

On the other hand, the practical use of photon-stimulated desorption in

experiments has been severely limited by the low signal level, that, in turn is

due to low source brightness.f13] The limitations are particularly dramatic for

the emission of neutral species, f9] that are quite difficult to detect but form the

overwhelming majority of the emission in most cases.

The superiorintensityof theLCLS willbring new lifeintothisdomain.

Furthermore,thefasttime structurewillmake itpossibletoperform real-

timedesorptionstudiesoftheevolutionofsurfaces,and eveninsome cases,

real-time studies of the desorption process.

m

The unique capabilities of the LCLS provide unparalleled research

opportunities to probe the subtle features of photon-matter interactions using

variable wavelength and pulse structure, as well as two-color pump-probe

techniques, to investigate selective, resonant bond-breaking on inanimate

and living-state materials. The underlying and unifying scientific scheme of

this work is to identify and characterize selective electronic, vibrational and

other non-thermal processes which occur when short-pulse, intense, widely

tunable light is incident on matter. Our recent research using the University

of Wisconsin synchrotron has shown that it is possible to selectively break

specific chemical bonds within a molecule by choosing the correct photon
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energy.This has obvious applicationsin chemical engineeringfor the
a_

productionof novel moleculesand in electricalengineeringfor nano-

. structure fabrication associated with electronic chip production. The

technique could also result in a gigantic step forward in the medical use of

lasers. When conventional fixed-energy lasers are used to cut, burn or ablate

tissue, the laser is simply being used as a convenient tool for delivering

power in the form of thermal energy. Selective resonant excitations and

bond-breaking would allow selective modifications on the molecular level

resulting in specific dysfunction without undesirable side effects on the

cellular and the tissue levels. In other words, cancer cells could be selectively

destroyed without harming normal cells.

b

The fundamental scientific rationale for these studies is the crucial question

• of how incident photon energy can be spatially and temporally localized at a

single atomic or molecular site to produce bond-breaking, point defects,

desorption, and, ultimately, for biological materials, changes in structure,

function and dynamics on the molecular, cellular and tissue levels. Materials

to be studied include simple wide-gap insulators, semiconductors and

ultimately living state material.

This last possibility is extremely exciting, in particular when coupled to the

potential extension of LCLS' spectral domain to photon energies suitable for

real-time crystallography. The applications of this advanced structural

techniquecouldbe extendednot onlyto vibrations,but alsotodesorption _
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dynamics, eliminating the need for theoretical modeling and removing the

difficulties that are unavoidable with indirect, time-averaged studies.

In essence,the extremecaseof LCLS-based stimulateddesorptionisthe

ultimateexperimentalsystem for the study of surfacedynamics, the

complementary toolto the spectromicroscopesdiscussedin the previous

section.Infact,thehighintensityoftheLCLS willmake itpossibletoperform

photon-stimulateddesorptionexperimentsin a lateral-resolvedmode,

implementing the previously mentioned technique of desorption

spectromicroscopy.[1]

Note that much of the detectionhardware is common to both

spectromicroscopyand stimulateddesorption.With a bitofoptimism,one

could even envisionan integratedsupersystem,for the simultaneous

implementation of photoemission and photon-stimulateddesorption

spectromicroscopy, with high .lateral, time, energy and angular resolution.

Most of the technology of this supersystem is already available, except for the

photon source. Such a system would be unsurpassed in studying at once the

static and dynamic properties of surfaces, and in establishing the relations

between them that are, in our opinion, the ultimate objective of surface

science and technology.

VI. Free-]Electron Lasers as Research Tools: Our Practical Experience
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• The programs described in the previous sections are based on realistic

extrapolations of the present experiments, and also on already established
@

experimental technologies except in a few cases that have been clearly

identified. It is, therefore, a realistic program.

The realism concerning the experimental tools must, however, be

complemented with realismconcerningthephoton source,ltispreciselyin

thisareathatwe can bringan uniquepracticalexperience.We have,infact,

implementedone ofthefew realexperimentalprogramswitha freeelectron

laser,producingthefirstmaterials-sciencedatawiththeVanderbiltsource.[4]

" Thisresultisrelevantto thepresentproposalsbecauseitbringspractical

, experience,lt,,,howsthatexperimentswith a free-electronlaserarepossible

not onlyinprinciplebut alsoinpractice.We seeinthisdomain a repeatof

thesituationthatwas present[13]insynchrotronradiation15--20yearsago,

withwonderfulmachinesthatareperhapsnotyetfullyoptimizedforroutine

use- butthatcanand do producetop-qualityresults.

We believe, in fact, that our practical experience [4] with one of the first free-

electron-laser experimental programs will be of invaluable help in

establishing an aggressive and effective program at the LCLS. The superior

and unmatched qualities of this wonder source, and the impact of the

experimentalprogramsthatwe havebrieflyoutlined,fullyjustifythisspecial

effort,at theforefrontofmodern condensed-matterand surfacescience,of

• surface technology and of important branches of the life sciences like

r
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neurophysiology. The message is quite clear: we need the brightness and time

structureof LCLS.
E
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• Figure Captions

" Fig. 1 - Three-dimensional Spyglass@!_mputer reconstruction of a total-yield
..

photoelectron micrograph of a portion O( a neuron network, taken with

today's most advanced scanning photoemission spectromicroscope, the

MAXIMUM system at_Wisconsin (Refs. 2 and'3). ,• 2."r "
m
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Applications of High Intensity X-rays to Materials Synthesis and

Processing
II

W. Walukiewicz

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Developmentof a high intensity x-rayFEL couldopen a new, uncharted
and potentiallyvery promisingresearcharea. In recent years several groups
have attemptedto use x-rays to either modifypropertiesor to induce epitaxial
growthof materials[1-8]. These initialstudieshave shownvery clearlythat in
orderto fullyutilizethethisnewprocessingtechnique,veryhighintensityphoton
sources will be required. So far, sufficient x-ray beam intensitieshave been
achievedonlybyusingwhitesynchrotronradiation,inthisapproachhoweverone
is loosinga mainadvantageofthe technique, the possibilityof illuminationwitha
monochromaticradiationfor selectiveexcitationof specificchemicalspecies.
The adventof newx-raysources(ALS andAPS) wouldimprovethe situationbut
stillthe beam intensitiesexpectedat these facilitiesmay not be highenoughfor
mostof materials.A realbreakthroughcan be achievedonlywithx-rayintensities
offeredbythe proposedFELsource.

There are two researchareasthat wouldbenefitfroman intensex-raysource:
,,=

1. X-ray Induced (enhanced) deposition or etching of thin films.

2. Selective post-growth processing of materials.

1) In the first area the research has been focused on using x-rays to
induce a decompositionof the chemicals used in the epitaxial growth and to
enhance the surface mobility of the host crystal lattice atoms. A variety of
materialsweregrownwiththistechnique.Growthof siliconnitritefilms[1],[2], [6]
and Si epitaxial layers[7] was studiedusing high intensityx-rays. Synchrotron
radiationinducedetchingof si::conoxide,siliconnitriteandcarbonfilmshasbeen
demonstrated in a number of works [3-5]. lt has been also shown that high
energy photonilluminationcan be usedto affectinteractionsof adsorbedatoms
withsemiconductorsubstrates.

In ali these experiments,in order to increase the photonflux, a white,
wide-bandradiationhas been utilized.So far there is onlyone known instance
where a psuedo-monochromaticlight from an undulator has been used to
enhance etching of siliconoxide [5]. An extremely high intensityof the FEL
source would greatlyexpand the range of possibleexperiments on radiation
enhancedepitaxialgrowthandetching.Selectiveexcitationof chemicalreactions
in the precursorsused for epitaxialgrowth or etchingcould lead to new, exotic

• modesof the crystalgrowthor decomposition.

• 2) Lowtemperature,selectiveprocessingof materialscouldbe evenmore
excitingarea of applicationof highphotonflux x-ray sources. Althoughboth
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optical lasers and high energy electron beams are quite extensively used for
processingof materialsthere is onlya very limitednumberof cases where the
effects of illuminationwith high intensityx-ray beams on materialsproperties
were studied [9-12]. In most instances these studies were concerned with
deteriorationof the propertiesof semiconductordevicesexposedto highfluxesof
hardx-raysor1,-rays.

lt has been shownrecentlythat a prolongedexposureof Mg doped GaN
to 5 keV electrons results in activationof Mg dopants as electrically active
acceptors[13]. Thiswas the firstdemonstrationof the p-typeconductivityinthis
widegap semiconductor.Thisannealingtechniquerelieson a localexcitationof
materialwith a highenergy electron.There are obviousdisadvantagesof the
method.Alithe electronsare absorbedin a very thin layer of the material.Also,
thisprocessdoes notprovideanyelementspecificselectivity.

Use of x-rayscouldsignificantlyexpandthe range of applicationsof this
type of annealing.One couldselectivelyexcitespecificimpuritiesincorporatedin
a semiconductormatrixorto selectivelydepositx-ray energyin a buriedlayer in
a multilayer structuresor in inhomogenousmaterial systems (e.g. metallic
precipitatesin semiconductors),lt should be emphasized that these type of
experimentswouldrequirevery longexposuretimes in the existingsynchrotron
radiation facilities. However they could be readily performed with the beam
intensitiesexpected inthe FEL.
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/Lbstract

- The Stanford Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) promises to

generate photon pulses of unprecedented brevity and peak

brightness in the soft x-ray range. In this presentation selected

limitations and novel opportunities for technology and science

associated with the availability of such pulses will be briefly

assessed. Special emphasis will be placed on possible techniques

for extending the peak power density and the temporal and spectral

regimes of the LCLS output radiation by orders of magnitude beyond

their nominal (calculated) values, and to the associated

instrumentation for processing this radiation.

*Supported by DOE Offices of Basic Energy Sciences and High Energy

, and Nuclear Physics
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I. LCLS output characteristic_

In recent work, systematic studies of various linac-driven

Free-Electron Laser (FEL) configurations, primarily in the

vicinity of the water window (-40 A), based on excitation with a

laser-excited photocathode electron gun, were conducted [I]. A

comprehensive list of the associated system parameters for

selected configurations at this and substantially differing

wavelengths may be found in the columns under the "RF Gun Based"

heading in Figure 1. Brief definitions of the descriptive

parameters are shown in Fig. 2. From the rows labelled "Os,"

"EA(coh)," "DIAM. Q 50m," and "DIAM. • 250m," the peak output 6

power density at normal incidence can be estimated to lle in a

range of 1011-1012 W/cm 2, at associated (full) pulse lengths of -

0.5 ps. In addition to the major coherence parameters listed in

Fig. 1, these may be taken as the nominal output parameters of the

(water-window) LCLS running at 6 GeV.

An important property of the electron bunch accelerated

through the linac is the development of an energy gradient (or

"correlated energy spread") in the forward direction due to

electrons in the front of the bunch loading the accelerating

fields addressed by the trailing particles [2]. This energy spread

is superimposed on the "uncorrelated" energy spread of the bunch

characterized by its (stochastic) emittance parameters. For our

purposes, we note that these energy spreads show up as,

respectively, "inhomogeneous" and "homogeneous" line broadenings

2 E2in the FEL photon pulse. Due to the ¥ (or ) dependence of the



FEL's output photon energy, these broadenings can be shown to

appear with roughly twice the relative size in the photon spectrum

. as in the electron bunch.

In the following parts of our presentation we will address:

i) selected peak intensity and materials damage issues; 2) peak

intensity damage mitigation using a) solid-state materials in

grazing incidence configurations, b) gas optics, or c)

disposable optics; 3) pulse-length limitations on monochromator

performance; 4) enhanced monochromatization via pulse

lengthening; 5) LCLS pulse compression techniques based on the

linac-induced correlated energy spread and selected applications;

and 6) power density enhancement via microfocussing and selected

applications.

2. Peak intensity and materials damage

At normal incidence, it is easy to estimate from typical

attenuation coefficients in the soft x-ray range [3] and the

tabulation in Figure 1 that 1 eV or more of energy can be

deposited per atom in 0.5 ps. Apart from photoemission, which

typically accounts for only a few-to-several percent of the

absorbed energy, the primary energy-removal channels (radiation,

conduction, etc.) all have time constants that are considerably

longer. Keeping in mind that typical atomic or molecular lattice

binding energies are of the order of 1 eV, we can appeal to the

" "pigeonhole principle" to infer that the probability of atomic and
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molecular bonds beginning to break and the absorbed energy being
b

transported away by fragmentation must start becoming appreciable

under the cited conditions. We can consequently expect enhanced

probability of damage in solid state materials by the LCLS photons

from two primary effects: 1) lattice disruption/ablation, and 2)

photoemissively-generated field stresses.

It should be noted that the enhanced probability of structural

damage and ablation is likely to be particularly important with

regard to the LCLS beam line optics, or, more generally, for

samples in which the same area gets repeatedly irradiated,

effectively integrating the probability of damage over long

periods of time. For example, even if the probability of any

irradiated atom ablating is as low as 1 part in 10 7 per pulse,

substantial damage to an optical surface could be expected after

only I0 hours of operation at a 120 Hz rep rate. We may note here

that both lattice disruption and ablation can in principle be

highly deleterious to the performance of multilayer optics,

especially those with small periods. Photoemissively-induced field

stresses, which clearly merit a more systematic and detailed

study, will also affect the design and operating strategy of

optical elements and experimental samples. For example, to enhance

the rate of charge neutralization° one would probably want to

avoid using mirrors (even at grazing incidence) consisting of thin

metallic films deposited on dielectric or semiconducting

substrates with large areas.
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3. Special techniques for peak intensity damage mitigation

. The most intuitively evident way to mitigate peak intensity

damage is to dilute the energy deposited per unit area (and

thereby per atom) by the artifice of grazing incidence. General

parameters associated with this approach for specular reflectors

are shown in Figs. 3-5. We note the quantitative definition of n

[eV/atom] in terms of the LCLS parameters, the grazing-incidence

parameters, and the physical constants (including the reflectivity

R) of the mirror material. Since the grazing-incidence geometry is

necessary to attain high values of R in the soft x-ray range, we

also see that good optical performance and intensity-related

damage inhibition are mutually consistent in this energy range.

- This result may be only partially generalized to multilayer

reflectors, where smaller grazing incidence angles imply thicker

periods, resulting not only in lesser damage, but in lesser

sensitivity of performance to damage. Unfortunately, the typically

large absorption of many multilayer materials in the soft x-ray

range will also tend to restrict the reduction of the grazing

incidence angle to overly small values, where the diminishing

reflectivity may start countering the effects of the

grazing-incidence dilution of n.

The methods outlined in Figs. 3-5 have currently been applied

to generate a practical design for a mirror station for the LCLS,

which has been described during the course of the workshop.

Notwithstanding the apparent effectiveness of

- grazing-incidence optics for the given LCLS parameters and the
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assumed spectral range, future x-ray FEL configurations can be

posited (e.g., the tapered wiggler [4]) whose peak outputs might

be too high to be adequately handled by solid-state specular

reflection even at extreme grazing incidence. To this end, we can

consider two additional options: 1) gas optics, and 2) disposable

normal-incidence optics.

Two possible schemes utilizing gas optics are shown in Fig. 6.

The first, a "gas prism" deflects the LCLS output beam by inducing

a phase gradient in its wavefront, similarly to an ordinary

optical prism. The major difference lies in the rather large

differential attenuation accompanying the phase gradient, which is

seen to incur an appreciable intensity-loss penalty per degree of

deflection. Numerical studies indicate that this penalty is

virtually prohibitive for all gases but hydrogen and helium, and

is rather severe even for the former. An alternative possibility

would be to configure a "gas grating" with period a, enabling a

minimum deflection angle of _/a to be attained. Here, however, the

relative efficiency of the diffracted orders will be determined by

the density contrast attained in the gas and their absolute

efficiency by the average gas thickness, and it will probably

prove to be difficult to generate thin gas sheets with significant

density or particle-number contrasts for grating periods extending

down to i0_ and beyond. We can also note here that although fully

or partially ionized plasmas could in principle offer more

advantageous optical constants for effective beam steering, the

preparation of sufficiently small and dense jets would in general

be expected to be significantly more difficult than with unionized
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gases.

Given these observations, we note that the relatively sparse

- pulse structure (120 Hz) of the LCLS can easily allow mechanical

motion of optical surfaces and shutters over distances

significantly greater than the beam waist to occur between pulses.

This makes feasible the notion of using "disposable" optics at

normal or near-normal incidence to deflect or otherwise process

the LCLS beam. For example, with a beam spot size of 1 mm, we can

estimate that if the 1 mm" area of impact is totally obliterated by

one pulse, we would require a renewal rate of the optical surface

of about 1 m2/hour. For ultra-thln optics (e.g., zone plates or

. transmission gratings), sultably-placed rotating shutters could be

used to effectively trap and collect the debris, and recovery and

re-fabrication schemes could perhaps be developed to sustain

. economic feasibility. With regard to the numerous comments made at

this workshop concerning experimental limitations caused by damage

to solid state or liquid samples, we note that a similar

=inter-pulse" scanning stratagem could be used to significantly

ease the aDparent restrictions. To wit, rather than probing one

sample only (as is conventionally done), one could prepare, say, N

identical samples (vlz., an experimental ?nsemble) and =step" them

through successive LCLS pulses. This would amount to introducing

an additional (statistical} degree of freedom into the LCLS

experimental algorithm, and would - especlally for large N - tend

. to be more costly and involved than using just one sample.

However, the increase in the dynamic range of otherwise
b

conventional parameter space gained by this approach should allow



the systematic probing of high-lntensity physical phenomena

o.

inaccessible by other techniques at alternative SR facilities.

,I

4. Pulse-length limitations on attainable coherence

Under the condition that the correlated and uncorrelated

energy spreads in the electron bunch are equal, the FEL radiation

spectrum will be broadened to more than twice its natural relative

width (Pelf). For larger correlated energy spreads the

inhomogeneous broadening will be correspondingly greater. The

present lack of detailed knowledge of the actual spread in the

width of the LCLS pulses underscores the desirability of being

able to monochromatize the emitted FEL photon pulses, and a number

of important scientific applications such as, e.g., high-precision

absorption or photoemission spectroscopy, will demand it.

As indicated in Figs. 7 and 80 conventional soft x-ray

monochromators usually process temporal pulses that are

considerably longer than the coherence length of the wave trains

corresponding to their resolving power. For the LCLS, however, the

pulse length could approach or even become smaller than this

coherence length. For example, if the FEL pulse length is 0.1 ps

long, this corresponds to 7500 wavelengths of 40 A light, and the

resolution attainable by a conventional monochromator designed to

attain a resolution of, say, 10 -4 at this wavelength could not

exceed 1/7500. A geometrlcal outline of the propagation of this

effect is sketched at the bottom of Fig. 7 and a tabulation of



typical pulse length loading on attainable resolving power is

given in Fig. 8.

. The natural way to try to improve the situation is, evidently,

to devise schemes for lengthening the LCLS pulse. As can be seen

in the bottom schematic of Fig. 7, the diffraction process itself

can be used to lengthen the pulse diffracted into any order, along

with a corresponding increase in angular spread. By selecting a

small fraction of the dilated pulse with suitable angular

filtering, one can obtain an attenuated and dilated pulse suitable

for further monochromatization. It is evident that methods like

these, based on dispersive and angular filtering, will discard

significant fractions of the emitted in-band photons; however, the

initially high values of this parameter in the LCLS pulse should

. make their implementation potentially useful and interesting. An

alternative approach, which would also result in significantly

fewer in-band photons, would be to underutilize the compression

stages in the accelerator to produce longer electron bunch lengths

with smaller peak currents.

5. Pulse compression techniques for the LCLS

As stressed elsewhere in this workshop (e.g., Refs. [5-6]),

the sub-picosecond tempozal structure of the LCLS as contrasted

with those of conventional synchrotron radiation (SR) facilities
J

promises to open up important new avenues for scientific research

, in photon-based spectroscopies and other areas. At the same time,
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specialized applications such as, e.g., the study of molecular and

chemical dynamics were identified that could benefit from x-ray

pulse lengths as short as 10-15 fs [7]. To this end, it is

important to point out that different methods of shortening the

LCLS pulses to values beyond those listed in Fig. 1 might be

applicable. Perhaps the most direct approach would be to compress

the electron bunch even further. Preliminary assessments indicate

that another factor of i0 (viz., down to 50 fs) could perhaps be

feasible [8]. This method, while non-trivial to implement, would

evidently be the most attractive, since it would deliver the

maximum number of in-band photons to the experimenter. Apart from

developments associated with the electron bunch, it is useful to

note that the inhomogeneous energy gradient of hhe photon beam in

the forward direction could also be used to extract x-ray pulses

from the LCLS with durations down to i00 fs range and beyond. The
I

method for accomplishing this, based on dispersion by a

transmission grating with a chirped period at normal incidence, is

schematized at the top of Fig. 9. Table 2 in Fig. 9 shows some of

#

the attainable pulse lengths (Tc), required inhomogeneous energy

spreads, grating line densities, and expected loss factors

associated with the proposed technique.

6. Microfocussing and selected applications

A research program aimed at developing and exploiting

high-intensity SR and its coherence properties has been in
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progress at SSRL since 1983. One initial goal of the program has

been the development of optics and physical systems for pumping

. soft x-ray transitions in atomic Lithium with SR with the ultimate

aim of producing a soft x-ray laser at 66 eV [9]. To this end, an

ellipso_dal "superfocussing" specular reflector was designed and

fabricated and in a series of experiments power densities of 109

Watts/cm 2 were attained (see Fig° 10) at Beam Line 5 on SPEAR. In

the literature reporting on this work [10], a number of potential

experimental applications of SR beams microfocussed down to

densities of 1010-1012 Watts/cm 2 were noted, including: 1)

pumping of soft x-ray transitions in solids, liquids, and gases,

2) study of non-linear phenomena associated with outer and

inner-shell processes, 3) "flash" holography and microscopy of

• living organisms, 4) microprobing, and 5) the study of

• saturation effects in surface and bulk photoemission. Due to

unfavorable emittance parameters on SPEAR, which limited the

attained power density, plans were developed for a soft x-ray

insertion device facility on PEP [11,12] which was expected to

attain the microfocussed power densities required for the cited

research. It is noteworthy that we now expect that the power

densities that were once anticipated to be generated on PEP with

the optic shown in Fig. I0 can in principle be generated without

any special focussing by the LCLS. Although all of the above named

research areas, together with an interferometry/imaging program

aimed at exploiting the coherence properties of SR [13], are
m

consequently still of extreme scientific interest, it is equally

" appropriate at this point to consider some of the implications of
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extrapolating our developed microfocussing technology to the
8

unfocussed LCLS beam.

A8 opposed to the cited exercise on Beam Line 5, which was

limited by a relatively large source size, it is noteworthy to

observe that the LCLS laser output will, by definition, be

diffraction-limited. Consequently, a similar demagnification could

be attempted to attain a diffraction-limited focus with a waist

approaching the FEL wavelength. In order to assess the parameters

associated with this feat, a log-log chart showing the equivalent

energy density, power density, and field strength that could be

attained at the focus is presented in Fig. 11. To emphasize the

numbers involved, the Beam Line 5 experimental point is plotted

along with equivalent numbers for an electron. With regard to the

excitation of non-linear processes, we can recall that a standard

criterion for assessing the strength of induced higher-order

photon processes is the ratio of external field strength to the

average field strength in an atom (_ 10 10 V/m) [14]. Bearing in

mind that high-power visible lasers can attain ratios of the order

of I, it is interesting to observe that the LCLS could, in

principle attain ratios as high as 10 4. The implications are that

a perturbation approach may no longer be applicable, and that new

theoretical frameworks may have to be sought to predict

experimental results. It seems noteworthy that we may well be

within reach of investigating this speculation.
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Figure 1. LCLS machine, electron beam, insertion device, photon

output, and coherence parameters for various electron

beam sources, spectral ranges, and insertion device

types.
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PRJtAMETERS FOR ASSESSING APPLICATIONS OF LINAC-BASED FEL RADIA_ION
(R. Tatchyn 3/26/92)

E [GEV) (linac energy)

o (relative energy spread) I
z

z (normall zed emittance)
n

[nm-rad] (vertical and horlzontal emittances)
x,y

[m] (vertical and horizontal beta functions)
x,y

o s[ps] (standard deviation of temporal bunch length)

I [Amp] (peak current in bunch)

frep[HZ] (pulse repetition rate)
<I > [_A] (average current)

A [AI (first harmonic wavelength)

[cre] (undulator period)
U

B uIT] (on-axls field amplitude)

K (undulator deflection parameter)
u

zR(m] (Rayleigh length)

p (ideal FEL gain parameter)

0el f (effective FEL gain parameter)

LG[m] (e-folding power gain length)

Lsat[m] (undulator length for saturation)

0r|_m] (diffraction-limited phot. beam size (A_Lsat/4_)_ )

0r, [_rad] (diffraction limited phot. beam angle (X/Lsat})_)) ,

[Dm] (total phot. beam waist size)
°_'x,ly

OZx:Zy, [_rad] (total phot. beam angle)
DIAM. @250m [mm] (phot. beam diameter 250m from undulator center)

-1
(_>./X)h (homogeneously broadened bandwidth ( - Pelf ) )*

!_/A)i (inhomogeneously broadened bandwidth)"

Pcoh[GW] (peak coherent power over inh. BW)

<Pcoh > (w] (average coherent power over Inh. BW)

Ncoh{Ph/pulse] (peak coherent photons per pulse, over Inh. BW)

<Ncoh> [ph/si (average coherent photons per second, ov._r inh. BW)

E) coh[J] (peak coherent energy in I pulse, over inh. BW)

B [ph/sec,mm2,mr2,0.1%BW] (peak brightness)

<B> [ph/sec,mm2,mr 2,0.1%BW] (average brightness)

2_A2 M
• if both profiles are assumed Gaussian, total BW = (_A h i ) ).

Figure 2. Glossary for Figure 1.
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._PECULAR REFLECTORS
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Figure 3. Beam and mirror facet parameters for multi-faceted

reflectors.
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DAMAGE ISSUES IN SPECULAR REFLECTOR_S
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Figure i. Energy loading parameters and damage threshhold

criteria for specular reflectors.
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REFLECTIVITY AND SCATTERING
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Figure 5. Design study for a multifaceted reflector with facets

" of equal length, composed of either Au or AI203.
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GAS OPTIES
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3) for 1 mm beam, can get = 0.1mr - 0.2_r with 0.99 - 0.999 loss.

4) with gas grating, deflecti=n angle is determined by period a

(gl" k/a}. @ a=40p, el-0.1mr.

5} technical issues: how small can a be made while sustaining

effective density variation? could liquid jets be used?

Figure 6. Gas-jet optical elements: gas prism (top left) and gas

grating (top right). Attenuation and phase-gradient

curves for an H 2 gas prism (bottom).
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MONOCHROMATIZATION (Short.nulse Iimltations_

1) _'lallL__ _q='ltC'I'S:

" ; I;:EL

tl
- conventional monochromators have Nk 4( c_

- for Nk ) c_, resolving power of conventional monochromator will

be reduced

2) GE(mETRICJ&L PICTORE:

- L2-L 1 - (Dw/a) {k + (Dwa/2L) }; (Dw/a)-RM(maximal resolving power)

- condition for attaining RM: RM({_c/(k + (Dwa/2L) }

Figure 7. Aspects of Fourier-Transform-limited

monochromatization. Temporal-spectral picture {top).

• Angular-spatial picture (bottom).
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Figure 8. Pulse-length loading of optimum monochromator resolving

power. Formula (toP) . Case study (Table 1) .
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COMPRESSION
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Figure 9. Pulse compression based on chirped photo_ bunch energy.

The front of the bunch diffracts into a _maller angle

than the rear. A small slit nx placed between the two

extremes will filter out a temporally abbreviated slice

• of the original pulse as it scans between the extremes.
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POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF AN FEL FOR MATERIALS
STUDIES IN THE 60 eV TO 200 eV SPECTRAL REGION

¢

by

Z.X. Shen and W.E. Spicer
SSRL and Stanford University

After the workshop, we were asked to suggest possible applications of an
FEL at lower photon energies, e.g. 60 - 200 eV. These are some immediate
thoughts. At best, they should be thought of as ideas to stimulate discussion,
rather than well thought out plans for action.

Although one can only learn very limited information about structuralissues
at photon energies near 100 eV, one can get information about the electronic
structureand spin dynamics of novel materials. For materials containing
rare earth and transition metal elements, (e.g. high-Tc superconductors,
magnetic thin films and multilayers, dilute spin materials, heavy Fermion
and mixed valence compotmds) the 60 - 200 eV photon energy is very useful
because it covers 3p to 3d and 4d to 4f transtions. These transitions allow us
to perform resonance photoemission and x-ray absorption experiments. The
high intensity and pulsed structure allows us to probe new physics that is not
possible now.

All of the suggestions below are dependent on the ability to split the beam
(so that we can do pump and probe experiments) and on the assumption that
the samples under study are not destroyed by the beam. We also assume that
we canget around the space charge problem. Obviousiy, these technical
problems need to be worked out carefully.

]DILUTE SPIN SYSTEMS

Assume now that we have material containing dilute elements with a net
spin moment (e.g. rareearth or transitionmetal elements). Doing a pump
and probe study, we can investigate the electronic structure and possibly the
spin fluctuations by monitoring the resonance photoemission intensity of the
4f or 3d states, or by monitoring the multiplets in the 4d to 4f absorption
spectra (this is particularly suitable for rare earths).
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The high intensity makes it possible to study very dilute materials. The giant
resonance near the 4d to 4f absorption (at photon energies from 100 to 200

" eV) can help us distinguish the signal from the elements containing the 4f
electrons and those from the hosting matrix. The high intensity also makes it

" possible to do spin detection in these materials. (e.g. we can put the sample
in an external field to align the spin and perform a spin resolved study).

SPIN DYNAMICS OF MAGNETIC MATERIALS ABOVE THE
CURIE TEMPERATURE

The Stonner model of magnetism captures many important aspects of
magnetic materials. However, it fails to account for the properties of these
materials above their Curie temperature. A microscopic understanding of
magnetic materials above the Curie temperature is an outstanding problem in
magnetism. The high intensity of the laser enables one to perform spin-
resolved, time-resolved photoemission experirnents to study the spin
dynamics above the Curie temperature.

The above examples are magnetic materials. One can, of course, also study
• the electron-photon coupling using the laser if the time structure is fight. At

any rate, we believe 60 - 200 eV photons are very useful for materials
research.
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APPENDIX A - WORKSHOP ANNOUNCEMENT

WORKSHOP ON SCIENTWIC APPLICATIONS OF SHORT

+ WAVELENGTH COHERENT LIGHT SOURCES

, SSRL/SLAC October 21, 1992

Chairman: W. Spicer
Cochairmen: J. Arthur, H. W/nick

We are exploring the feasibility of using the SLAC 3 km linac to drive short wave-
length coherent light sources - x-ray lasers. This raises new possibilities to produce
high peak power (several gigawarts), short pulse (< 0.5 pi_seconds), short wave-
length (0.1-10 nra) photon beams. This workshop will explore the usefulness of such
a source to the scientific community.

Forexample,preliminarycalculationsindicatethat,usinglinacenergiesbelowabout
• 10 GeV, it should be possible to build a tunable laser operating in the 2-5 nm range

which could produce about 10TMcoherent photons within a 0.5 ps pulse at a repetition
• rate of 120 Hz. This corresponds to a peak power of several gigawatts and average

power of about 0.5 watts. Furthermore, using higher electron energies (up to the full
" 50 GeV available from the SLAC linac) x-ray lasers operating down to 0.1 nm are

possible.

lt now appears to us that applications of such a source to biological imaging are most
exciting. However, we expect that the unique properties of this source may open other
applications unforeseen by us. We welcome such innovative ideas at the workshop,
which will explore the scientific applications of x-ray lasers spanning the wavelength
range from about 10 nm to 0.1 nra. Recognizing the very high peak power levels of
this source, we anticipate that it will be Lraportant to examine questions of sample
damage.

We invite your participation. The preliminary program is on the back of this page.



APPENDIX B- WORKSHOP AGENDA
WORKSHOP ON SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS OF SHORT

WAVELENGTH COHERENT LIGHT SOURCES

SLAC Orange Room; October 21,1992

7:45 AM Registration & Continental Breakfast (AuditoriumBreezeway)

Session I: RichardE. Tey|or (SLAC) - Chair
8:30 Welcome; Burr Richter (SLAC),Arthur Bienenstock. (SSRL)
8:45 Opening Remarks; William Spicer (SSRL)
8:55 "Some DOE Perspectives on Future Light Sources";Bob Marianelli

(DOE, Chemistry Division, Office of Basic Energy Sciences)
9:05 "Producing and Using Short Wavelength Coherent Sources"; Claudio

Pellegrini (UCLA) and Herman Winick (SSRL)
9:45 "Atomic Physics Research with an X-ray Laser"; Richard Pratt (Univ.

of Pittsburgh)

10:15 Coffee Break (Orange Room)

Session II: JohndaleC. Solem (LANL_ - Chair
10:45 "Imaging in 3 Dimensions with X-rays"; James Trebes (LI2VL)
11:15 "X-ray Damage Issues and Wavelength Optimization in Biological

Imaging"; Richard London (LLNL)
11:45 "Targets of Opportunity in Biological Imaging"; Joe Gray (UCSF)

m

12:15 PM Lunch (Auditorium Breezeway)

Session Ill: Louis J.Terminello_LNL3 - Chair
1:30 "The Prospect of Femtosecond X-Ray Pulses"; Chuck Shank (LBL)
2:00 "Research in Surface Science, Materials Science and Chemical

Physics using an X-Ray Laser"; Chuck Fadley (UC Davis/LBL)

2:30 Coffee Break (OrangeRoom)

Session IV: JohnArthur(SSRL_andDavid Attwood (I_RL3- Chairs
3:00 Open session for short presentations, comments, questions

from participants
5:30 Closing Remarks

6:00 Reception together with SSRL and SLAC Users Organizations .
(Auditorium Breezeway)

lp

Written contributionsrelevantto the workshoparesolicited for inclusion in the
workshop report.
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